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could have become a commercial / residential

EMILY DEMING TASTE-TESTS YOUR
FIVE FAVOURITE LOCAL CAESARS

district in the last five years of redevelopment.

“Yes, yes, yes. Today I was
wondering what sort of treasure
map I would require to find a hot

OCTOBER 2014

the future plans for the area, but it easily

chocolate/mocha/coffee that wasn’t
Timmy’s without having to trek
downtown. (Anyone with said map
please share).”

– HIGH TIDE

“Good article, I’d like to mention a
neighbourhood that is doing just that: Quidi
Vidi Road. There’s a great coffee shop,
restaurants, a grocery store, convenience
store, artisan shops, a community garden, a
hospital, (ahem, a penitentiary, but it’s slated
to close), playground, hiking trails, a fantastic
lake, and there’s close walking to downtown
and Quidi Vidi Village if you want more food
or a pint (a microbrew at that). Quidi Vidi Road
is walkable and it’s quieter than downtown. I
think we should model more neighbourhoods
like this. Many of the newer sections of town
really need this diversification, the “beating
heart” as you mentioned. They could all take
a lesson from what’s happening on Quidi Vidi
Road.” – DAN F.

Perhaps it’s in the cards. All I can think is that
could be such a nice place to spend a day, if it
had the right commercial space (coffee shop,
retail, etc). Hell, it’s already in the name.”
– TREVOR

“Even in a low density neighbourhood like
Kenmount Terrace or Southlands there should
still exist the possibility for a cafe, small
office, park area, central gathering point
which could potentially host a weekend craft
fair or farmers’ market that can be reached
by walking within the neighbourhood, without
having to venture out onto Kenmount Road,
in the case of Kenmount Terrace, or trying to
make your way over to the shops in Mount
Pearl in the case of Southlands. What we get
instead are just massive neighbourhoods of
house after house after house after house
which leads to incredible congestion on the
roads as everyone has to drive along the
main thoroughfares to either get to work, to
shopping, to entertainment. There is nothing
within. Small stores, cafes, etc. are possible
without huge density but it’s not viable when
the neighbourhood is not built with any
commercial space. The only alternative then

“I feel that the best chance to truly plan out a
design, or regulate a framework in this city
would have been Pleasantville. I don’t know

becomes the Stavanger or Kelsey model
which only augments the problems of traffic,
lack of diversity, etc.” – ANDY

“I did not so much dislike The Club’s Caesar,
it just wasn’t my favourite of the five. My
favourite Caesar in town is the one at Aqua
Kitchen and Bar. Nice and spicy, also came
in a Mason jar, with bacon infused vodka and
(sticking out of the glass) a crab claw and a
strip of bacon. Presentation was beautiful and
it tasted awesome. Came with a plate and fork
to eat the crab claw (which is already split.)
I also tried Blue on Water. Unlike the one
mentioned in this article, Blue’s came with
a quail’s egg and bacon, they called
it a Breakfast Caesar.” – KEN
DEVELOPERS ESCAPE DENSITY
BONUSING IN ST. JOHN’S
“351 Water Street has one sculpture in an
uninspiring lobby to make up for a three
storey car park looming over the street. Scotia
Square has had the land on Water Street and
the smaller portion that will remain at the
back since it was built. They have never made
any move to make that space usable and now
in exchange for an additional three storey
building they’ve agreed to put some chairs
out at the back? The cases mentioned in the
article from Vancouver and Halifax show true
vision and leadership from their city council
and planning departments, something we,
unfortunately, lack in our city.” – ANDREAS
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

labour market conditions turned against

her situation couldn’t be blamed for

Transnational business and industry pay

them for the first time in Newfoundland and

choosing not to have a family.

the shot. They are crying for more workers.
They believe in the free market and should

Labrador’s history The Board of Trade started
complaining. Kooks proposed remedies as

If we want more young people producing

not expect the state to carry their water.

bizarre as increasing arts funding to attract

more young people we have to offer free,

They need the raw material, let them pony

young innovators.

universal day care and compensatory financial

up. The Banks, Big Oil and the Telecoms are

incentives to mothers for their time out of the

obscenely profitable in large part because of

But the obvious, direct remedy to our problem

workforce. If we aren’t prepared to do so then

friendly public policy, they’re good for it.

is for more Newfoundland and Labrador

we should shut-up about our aging society

women to have more Newfoundland and

and get on with dying-off with the satisfaction

There is only so long we can socialize

Workers debacle? Waves of

Labrador babies. That’s not going to happen

that we didn’t pay so much tax.

businesses losses and subsidize the

friends’ parents’ funerals?

so long as we punish them for doing so.

#OldNL is No Place
for the Young
Was it the Temporary Foreign

infrastructure industry and business use and
We cannot expect women to sacrifice so

exhaust. Rather than whining about changes

The return of Resettlement?

I know a smart young woman who moved

much to reproduce. Having tasted

to the human trafficking scheme that was

The dawning realization

here to complete a Ph.D. She’s a single

emancipation women refuse to be laying

the Temporary Foreign Workers Program

that pension plans are Ponzi

mother with four children under nine years

hens for capitalism.

business could start advocating for free,

schemes? Regardless, we’ve

universal daycare and demand the honour

of age. The kids are well loved and cared for,
bright as their mom. They make five welcome

In the past we have lost young people for want

woken up to our demographic

new citizens. The mother is grateful for the

of jobs, now positions go unfilled for want of

crisis: our population is skewed

community support she receives, her heart’s

young workers. We have to plan ahead.

to the aging, because this is no

been warmed by local decency and humanity,
helping hands of friends and neighbours.

place for the young.

Since labour (and plunder of common
natural resources) creates all wealth and as

of a higher corporate tax rate.

In addition to articles
by our regular columnists,
we publish 1-2 freelance
articles in our Perspectives
section each month.

But she’s struggling. She’s exhausted and

we are picking up the tab for educating and

The provincial government acknowledged the

looking at years of poverty as the price for

providing healthcare to their workforce, and

gravity of the situation by purporting to put

having that wonderful brood and going to

where they are paying the lowest tax rates

University. Another young woman looking at

in the developed world I say Canadian and

Not that it went gently into that good night.

Tories had to cancel a date, and one guy had

taking the party to court if Ottenheimer won

September’s delegated leadership convention

to dig through a dumpster to find his voter

on the third ballot. While the Tories were

was the last of a political dinosaur, and its

card. In the chaos, Davis squeaked out an

spared an Efford-and-Grimes level implosion

passing from our province was no less

eleven-vote victory and the rest is history.

by a solid Davis win, it’s likely a lot of bad

their top man, Ross Reid, on the case. When

PC Leadership Limbo
Ends in Chaos, and a
Perhaps Forced Sense
of Unity
BY DREW BROWN

Well! After eight long
months of leadership turmoil,
the interregnum has ended:
Newfoundland and Labrador
has a new Premier and Tom
Marshall, at long last,
gets to retire.

cataclysmic and spectacular than an asteroid

Pitch a story idea to chad@theovercast.ca

blood still simmers beneath the surface.

impact. Front-runner John Ottenheimer was

But while the meltdown may be over, the

sideswiped after the first round of voting when

fallout lingers on. The party brass is shouting

Steve Kent was eliminated and immediately

It’s also not clear Paul Davis is the party’s best

‘unity’ but it’s not clear they really believe it.

endorsed Davis, conscripting his supporters to

There was an obvious bitterness between

choice to beat Dwight Ball and the Liberals.

do the same instead of releasing them as free

camps on the convention floor, especially

agents. In the second round, a single spoiled

after the second ballot fiasco. Rumours had

ballot short-circuited the entire convention

been swirling all summer about a possible

when it warped the math behind the vote

collusion between Kent and Davis, and

count and hanged Davis half a vote short of

events on the convention floor suggested

a 50%-plus-one-vote majority.

a conspiracy. It was one thing for Kent to
immediately endorse Davis, but when the

Davis’ speech at the convention was a clarion
call for the Tory faithful to keep on trucking,
but it’s not clear how well the message of
“everything’s fine” will play with a disaffected
electorate. On the other hand, Ottenheimer –
who, despite his age, ran one of the hippest
political campaigns the province has ever
seen – was frank in his assessment of the

It was like setting fire to a wasps’ nest.

floor suddenly flooded with Davis swag in

Convention organizers had to scour

the Kent campaign’s distinctive electric-

downtown St. John’s for wayward Tories,

yellow design, you couldn’t help but wonder

the “mistakes” made under Dunderdale to

As ex-cop Paul Davis assumes the Tory throne

dragging delegates out of bars and

if the two were more deeply in cahoots than

win back the public trust. That line might have

with a promise to “inflict prosperity” on us all,

restaurants and forcing them to come back

anyone imagined. And when news came

floated like a lead balloon with PC hyper-

it seems our nationally noted nightmare is

and vote again. MHA Kevin Parsons had to

down that Davis had “no clear majority,” Kent

partisans, but it is the sort Real Talk that

finally over.

leave his daughter’s wedding, two young

and Jerome Kennedy openly fumed about

would buoy the hopes of wayward voters.

party’s dire straits and promised to redress
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Is The City Ignoring
fare-y tales part 1: Cab Driver
Mike Kehoe on Being a Cab Driver

Its Own Vision for
St. John’s in the
Development of

So, you want to be a cabby

the cab, which are pretty much guaranteed

eh. Well let’s talk about that.

to get the cabby’s attention. The first one

You will meet the social
elite and the social obsolete.
Sometimes, they’re the same
person. They go downtown
elite, and, depending on how
much they drink, they come
home the opposite.

is the phrase, “I’m sick” and the second
is the sound of a zipper in the back seat.

Kenmount Terrace?
BY TERRI COLES

Either way, there is going to be a mess for
the cabby to clean up … and that’s just not
going to happen.

Residents in the Kenmount

been downtown all night. Nose to nose

seen a steady stream of new

and toes to toes, yet they feel they have to

homes go up in the past few

consummate their love in the back

As a taxi driver, I have been punched,

years, might soon see even more
residents come in if a rezoning

kicked, kissed, groped and told I am loved.

Meet the fare that gets in the cab

And … that’s just by the guys.

downtown and has a dozen wobbly

application is approved

pops and a pizza in his hand. “Cabby,

by the city.

The “sobriety challenged” can be

I want you to drive me home, and I got

a nuisance.

five dollars left.”

Under the influence of alcohol, they can be

“ Where do you live?”

frustrated, angry, violent, or sick. Oh yes,
“Mount Pearl.”

rambling incoherently; drooling and falling
off the seat.

“That beer and pizza looks pretty good
right now, my buddy.”

I prefer stoners myself. They got the
munchies, got the giggles, or want to give

Try going up to the counter at the grocery

you a hug.

store and telling them you only have five
bucks left and your groceries cost twenty,

The drunk gets in the car and I ask,

but you want them for five, and see what

“Where can I bring you my friend?”

they say. Good luck with that!

“Who you looking at Cabby?” is the

Having said all of that, you meet some

shouted and angry reply. He’s ninety

very interesting, kind, courteous and

pounds and I’m over three hundred.

caring people. They make it all worthwhile.

The stoner gets in the cab and I ask.

There is so much more to know

“Where can I bring you my friend?” To

about the taxi industry. Laws governing

which the reply is, “I don’t care Cabby man,

the industry; Interactions with tourists;

let’s go to Clarenville. You got any Chips?”

The local drug business; Prostitution;
George Street; The scoop on the student

I love Stoners.

population and the local arts scene.
I’ll be back next month with another

Then there are the two loudest sounds in

released Envision St. John’s, a draft municipal
plan with a focus on complete streets and
neighbourhood planning.
As new houses continue to go up in Kenmount
Terrace, located west of the Kelsey Drive retail
area, other neighbourhood amenities fail to
follow. The subdivision contains no convenience
stores, some areas lack sidewalks, and there
are no traffic lights or established crosswalks
within the subdivision. Residents who drive from
Kenmount Terrace to Kelsey Drive for groceries
or other amenities have to travel over a stretch
of Kenmount Road that is increasingly busy,
thanks to construction over the summer
and into the fall.

Terrace subdivision, who have
What is it with these folks? They have

seat of my cab?

and you can throw in there, mumbling;

5

take on taxi driving.

St. John’s council is considering an application
from Northern Property REIT to rezone the
land at 146-148 Ladysmith Drive in Kenmount
Terrace to the Apartment Medium Density
(A2) Zone, in order to allow the real-estate
company to put in 28 rowhouse lots and behind
that, three four-storey apartment buildingstwo with 79 units and one with 71 units. The
land is currently zoned Institution (INST) and
was originally intended for a school or other
public-use building, as stated in the city’s
memorandum on the application.
A public meeting for affected residents in
Kenmount Terrace will be held at 7 p.m. on
October 15 at the Foran/Greene Room, on the
fourth floor of city hall. The Northern Property
application and the memorandum can be
viewed on the city’s website under “Calendar
of Events for Oct. 15, 2014” or by emailing
planning@stjohns.ca.
But while residents will get their chance
to have their say about the rezoning, the
proposed apartment buildings are another
example of local development that fails to take
into account the need for amenities beyond
simply homes to live in and roads to drive
on. This continues even as the city recently

In October 2013, city council approved the
purchase of 32 acres of land in Kenmount
Terrace, off Messenger Drive: 8.4 acres
for recreational development and 24 acres
suitable for trail development. The area
remains undeveloped so far, with the
exception of the new Metrobus facility.
There are some positive changes towards
liveability happening in Kenmount Terrace.
Bus service was recently extended further
along Ladysmith and down Petite Forte Drive.
Sidewalks have been installed on Kenmount
Road leading up to the entrance to Kenmount
Terrace. The ongoing expansion of Kiwanis
Drive gives pedestrians a shorter route to
the shops on Kelsey Drive. And if the park
development does go ahead as planned, it will
be a boon for local residents.
But if St. John’s truly wants to honour
its own municipal plan, we must ensure
that developments like the Kenmount Terrace
subdivision end up as more than just clumps
of houses and instead become real, functional
neighbourhoods that work for people,
not just for cars.
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STRAIGHT-UP
WITH MEGHAN MCCABE

Nalcor, deals with generating the power, and
distributes it in Labrador and parts of rural

WAKING UP IN THE CITY

WITH

JACOB ALLDERDICE

Newfoundland.

The Price of Power:
Life’s certainties:
death, taxes, and
rising power bills?

In its review – including a report by U.S-based
Liberty Consulting – the PUB found Hydro
“caused or contributed to the outages” in
January. Basically the PUB said Hydro:
A) put off scheduled maintenance and testing

A Different Kind
of Poverty for
International
Students

of key transmission equipment;

need foreign students. MUN needs
them to offset the diminishing pool of
Newfoundland and Labrador high school
graduates; the province needs them to
matriculate, work, and pay taxes. That
our population is aging the fastest, and
our birth-rate the lowest in Canada,
is highlighted in the MUN report.The

In August’s The Overcast, we

report elaborates: MUN actively recruits

It gets dark, you turn on the

B) failed to do proper repairs and

mentioned a June, 2014 study

students from far-off lands to bring

lights. Summer slips into

maintenance;

undertaken by Memorial

international students into our fold. And

University on the life and

it’s true – no matter where you go in the

autumn, and the thermostat
starts to inch up. One thing

C) failed to have qualified resources available;

hard times of its international
student body. The report,

world, you won’t miss MUN’s cheeky ads
telling you, “Keep your arm and leg, we
want your brain.”

we might take for granted in

D) failed to have “critical spare parts” for

simply titled “Strengthening

our “have” province is a power

its generating stations;

the Value Chain,” bears

Yes, international students pay more

further scrutiny.

in tuition, but it’s still cheaper to attend

supply we can rely on, at a

E) made poor timing decisions on fixing key

price we can afford.

pieces of its generation process.

Until recently, we may not have known much

And the Liberty report said we have “a

about where hydroelectric power comes from

Memorial than other North American
It immediately calls to mind another

schools. This fact has a side effect on

publication, On the Poverty of Student

MUN’s recruitment efforts: since recruiters

Life. Written by The Situationist

are paid on commission, recruiters earn

continuing and unacceptably high risk” of

International, and widely disseminated

more if students choose universities more

and how it gets to us. It’s been argued we’ve

power outages from now to 2017 (that’s when

in France in 1968, this work sparked

expensive than MUN. One result of this is

known even less as our provincial government

Muskrat Falls is due to come online).

student revolts at Nanterre University

that students will choose MUN for reasons

and the Sorbonne, which culminated in a

pushed further into Muskrat Falls – that Saviour
of clean, reliable energy – an 824-megawatt, $7

Following instructions from the PUB, Hydro

nationwide general strike. “Never Work,”

billion project to fuel our future.

is putting in a new $120-million turbine

the Situationists hollered, and across

generator at Holyrood, the forty-year-old

France, students and workers explored

But one fateful weekend – the first of this

station that can generate up to 40% of the

this option: eleven million workers went

year – bone-chilling temperatures and

island’s energy needs each year. It’s set to be

a gusty snowstorm wreaked havoc on

up and running by December 7th, just six days

Newfoundland’s power system. To recap,

after the PUB’s deadline for Hydro to have

during “#DarkNL,” tens of thousands of

everything done to be ready for winter.

customers lost power for days; some people
died; Premier Kathy Dunderdale said, “it’s not

Hydro is also reportedly planning to ask the

a crisis,” and soon resigned; it was decided

PUB for a rate increase to cover the costs of

our electricity system would get a strict

this new equipment – so our power bills could

independent review.

see another one or two percent added on each
month.

That review – to determine what caused the
January 2014 outages and how likely it is to

In July, electricity bills went up two percent

happen again – is well underway by the Board

a month (ie $2.00 on a $100 utility bill) due to

of Commissioners of Public Utilities (PUB),

a previous PUB request by Hydro, based on

which regulates our two utility companies.

expected oil prices and amount of water for
hydroelectricity this year.

on strike; battles raged in the streets;
the entire industrial economy of France
shut down for two weeks, and a cultural
meme, “1968,” was established.
Of course, it’s no longer 1968, and it’s not
Paris, and the MUN study mostly raised
eyebrows for its well-founded conclusion,
“... students can spend five years living and
studying in ‘the friendliest place on earth,’
and yet leave without having formed

of frugality. Our international students are
often less wealthy. Nevertheless, while
tuition is cheaper, it’s a small proportion of
Newfoundland’s cost of living. Everything
else – gasoline, food, heat, even lodging
– costs more here. Tie that in with the
car-dependent nature of St John’s, our 2%
rental vacancy rate, and the sorry state
of public transit, and you begin to get the
whole, bleak picture. No wonder MUN’s
food bank reports international students
are its best customers.
Ultimately, the best way to embrace MUN
students – and graduates – is to improve

enduring friendships with our people.” If

the public realm for all. Like better public

there’s a meme to emerge this time, it is

transit, and the creation of meaningful,

that of rejection, “Yes, have a spot of tea,

lasting, environmentally sustainable

and do stop by our shed party, but relax:

employment. Our province is in the best

we know you’ll be leaving, because that’s

economic shape ever, right? This should

the way it is. There’s no work here, b’y.”

be straightforward. Or are we closer to

Privately owned Newfoundland Power is

that 1968 exhortation, “Never Work,”

responsible for distribution to much of the

Next month, Straight Up will continue to look

island. Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro,

at our electricity system – and what might

owned by the provincial government through

happen to your monthly power bill.

The fact is, MUN and the province both

than we realize?
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The ‘Hood
On The Hill
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for a game of spotlight with the local urchins.

neighbourhood didn’t officially become part of

Now, what if I told you this type of nostalgia

St. John’s until 1984. Shea Heights has always

still exists here in St. John’s? What if I told

felt like a rural world unto its own.

7

you there was a place where kids spent their
days outside? Where teenagers still sneak off

What’s so great about Shea Heights today?

into the woods to do teenage things. Where

Well for starters, children still play outside.

traffic is minimal, and the corner store is

Drive down any one of the wooded roads

Remember back in the day,

locally owned and remains the information

of Shea Heights and you’ll see kids playing

when you were sent out to play

hub of the community. What if I told you that

hopscotch in the summer, and building snow

neighborhood is Shea Heights. The Brow. The

forts in the winter. Shea Heights boasts a new

really move away from. Generations remain

Hill. The ‘Hood on the Hill.

and well-maintained playground alongside

side by side. It is the kind of place where

the local K-9 school, St. John Bosco, a skate

everybody’s nan lives just up the road, if not

When we townies think of Shea Heights, we

park, a dog park, a softball pitch, basketball

in the local retirement home (which arguably

usually think of it being a rough place that

courts, and an active community centre – all

has the best view in all of St. John’s). If this

keeps to itself. Most of us only know the main

drawing the kids away from their boob tubes

neighbourhood were in any other city, it

road that dissects the community in order to

and squawk boxes.

would’ve been plowed over for million-dollar

BY KERRY GAMBERG

after breakfast, with some
change in your pocket for lunch,
and didn’t come home until you
heard your father yelling that
supper was on the table?

mansions. Not here. Shea Heights remains

get to Cape Spear or Petty Harbour.
Some local business ventures rumored to be

a proud working class, old school, honest to

back then. As kids, we had all the freedom

Let me reintroduce you. Shea Heights was

coming down the pike for residents of Shea

goodness ‘hood that has gotten better and

that is the Great Outdoors. You’d spend the

originally settled in the 1920s and 30s by those

Heights include a coffee and sandwich shop, a

better over the years.

day tearing around the neighbourhood,

who couldn’t afford housing in St. John’s. The

pet grooming venture and a bakery. Walkable

exploring every nook and cranny on your

Hill offered farmland, space, and the materials

and well-maintained sidewalks and trails, you

With all the recent talk of “whole

bicycle, poppin’ caps and skipping stones.

to build inexpensive, yet sturdy homes. A

say? Shea Heights got ‘em! Am I blowing

neighbourhoods,” perhaps Shea Heights

When you did hear your father hollerin’, you’d

proper road connecting the area to the city

your townie mind yet?

should be looked upon as a prime example.

begrudgingly head home to refuel. You’d scarf

wasn’t paved until the 1960s. A sewage system

down supper and head back out just in time

wasn’t implemented until the 1970s. And the

No one wanted to be hold-up in the house

Perhaps, as the old slogan goes, Shea Heights
The Brow is the kind of place people don’t

really is “Above the Rest.”

We’re listening
Blue Canoe
Organic Clothing
FALL COLLECTION

Made from
Organic Cotton
and Bamboo

Lorraine Michael, mha
signal hill - quidi vidi

(709) 729-0270
lorrainemichael@gov.nl.ca
Lorraine Michael
@lorrainemichael

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
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173
Brookfield
Road
OPEN 10-6PM
DAILY

ONE THEY HAVE A FOOD TRUCK NOW!

of all, our produce is harvested daily so that

FOUR MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR

learn some basics of farming through fun

The Harvest Hut Food Truck officially launched
in August. “The Harvest Hut allows us to share

we can provide you with fresh, home grown

PUMPKINFEST 2014. It’s taking place on

and rewarding work. The members will have

vegetables.” Lester’s – through the miracle of

October 18th from 10-5. The annual Lester’s

the chance to see how things grow, learn the

our passion for farming and for farm fresh

modern technology (and hard work) – were

Farm Pumpkinfest is a family friendly, all-

importance of farming in Newfoundland, and

food with our customers,” says Susan Lester

the first on the island to grow certain crops,

day event on the farm. There are games,

meet some new friends.

“We’re creating simple, wholesome food that

including corn, melons, sweet potatoes,

prizes to be won, and contests to participate

really showcases the variety, versatility, and

artichokes, and asparagus. Other delicious

in (including a pie-eating contest, and a

EIGHT THERE IS A CORN MAZE;

quality of the fruit and vegetables we grow

veggies you can nab here include, and are not

hot pepper eating contest often won by the

AN ACTUAL MAZE OF CORN.

right here.” Ashley Richards is the head

limited to, squash, beets, brussel sprouts,

same man who, one year, ate 42 pipping hot

chef. “Our menu will continually evolve to

Swiss chard, kale, rhubarb, leeks, and green

peppers), as well as a pumpkin catapult! The

NINE THERE IS A ZOO / PETTING BARN

incorporate the freshest ingredients of the

onions. There are also some things you might

kids will love it, and so will you.

element to Lester’s, which has included

season,” says Richards. “Eating at the Harvest

never have heard of or cooked with before,

Hut is truly a field-to-meal experience.”

like: kohlrabi, golden beets, and celeriac.

FIVE THERE IS ALSO A BAKERY IN THE

THREE LESTER’S FARM IS ALSO HOME

smell of the bakery certainly counteracts

TEN LESTER’S FARM MARKET IS

to week, so they can incorporate the freshest

TO A NURSERY, so, they have flowers

the ‘fresh’ farm smell. Our bread is a

ACTUALLY OPEN (ALMOST) YEAR

ingredients of the season. What are they

galore to sell. “We grow more than four

mouth-watering sensation for our

ROUND! The market opens from 10 to 6 from

serving? Things as delightful as beet and goat

hundred varieties and colours of annuals

customers and our staff.”

the beginning of May to the end of December.

cheese grilled sandwiches with fries ... to be

and perennials. Not only have we learned

washed down with a “berry tasty

what works here, but also what flowers

SIX LESTER’S FARM HAS BEEN IN

on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. It only closes

kale smoothie.”

would be eye catching in your garden. For the

OPERATION FOR MORE THAN 160

during the month of April so that the team can
start planting.

rabbits, pigs, and even emus.

MARKET SPACE! “To our delight, the sweet

The Harvest Hut is open from 11-5:30 every
day except Monday. Its menu changes week

access to ponies, calves, goats, chickens,

During the winter months, the market is open

home gardeners, we also have a selection of

YEARS. Which means your great-great-

TWO LESTER’S FARM GROWS MORE

vegetable, herb, and tomato transplants.” For

grandparents have maybe eaten their goods.

THAN 100 VARIETIES OF FRUITS AND

custom flower arrangements, simply bring in

VEGETABLES. “All of our produce is sold

your pot and chat things out with staff, and

SEVEN THEY HAVE A “LIL’ LESTER’S”

You can connect with them on Facebook,

in our market directly to our customer. Best

they’ll take care of the rest.

PROGRAM FOR YOUR KIDS, to let them

Twitter and Instagram.

The Lester’s team is a social bunch!

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

10 THINGS
You Need to
Know about
Lester’s
Farm
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Food Flash
It’s easier
than ever to
order something
delicious to
your door!

I CAME, I SAW,
I DEVOURED
EVERYTHING ON
MY PLATE.

The
Travelling
Table Will
Bring Restaurants
to Your Doorstep

Julius Caesar On Dinner

It sounds too good to be true ... but it’s true.
193 Water Street, 754.9028

Kimchi & Sushi
Have a Second Store
in Rabbittown

Here’s their slogan, “We’re here to make

If you’re particularly unlucky then you’ve

So far, they deliver food from five popular

never heard about or eaten at Kimchi &

spots: The Sprout, Happy Camper food

Sushi in Atlantic Place, because, tucked

truck, Relish Burgers, Manna bakery, and

away in Atlantic Place, it’s a bit of a hidden

Bistro Sofia, which covers a lot of culinary

gem. It’s a great spot for fresh and fast

ground, doesn’t it? And they’re spreading

sushi, and a plethora of other culinary

the word to other restaurants, “Want to add

delights, like their beef gyozas (steamed

some items to our menu? Get in touch.”

your life more convenient, the food part
anyways. Whatever you’re in the mood for,
just click, order, and we’ll be there.”

or fried), Bibimbap, bulgogi, and
mandoo soup.

Deliveries start at 5 pm every day,
and all orders can be made and placed

But it’s their “special” sushi rolls where they

through their very clean, clear website:

excel. Each is named after a local town.

travellingtable.ca. To order, you simply

Highlights include the tempura battered

click a restaurant logo, click the food item

Jumbo Corner Brook Roll (sweet potato,

you want, click order, and you’re done. It

spicy tuna, avocado), the Labrador Roll

could not be better designed or easier to

(same as former, swapping spicy tuna

navigate. We’re all about to get a whole

for spicy salmon), and the jam packed

lot lazier in St. John’s.

St. John’s Roll (tuna, cream cheese, deep
fried shrimp, avocado, cucumber, and
crab meat topped with smoked salmon).
There’s plenty of veggie-based rolls too, if
that’s your thing. And as their deceptively
plain restaurant title suggests, they serve
kimchi. They sell it takeaway by the bottle
too, and you can bring in your own jar to
save a buck.
facebook.com/kimchiandsushi

		

travellingtable.ca
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The bad magic comes in the form of yearly
growing pains and, at times, the weather.
Each year has had its hiccups. The Friday
night event this year was fraught with the bad
magic. It was cold, too cold, and there were no
small condolences in place to mitigate this. The
municipal grounds that hold the festival were set
up for the full attendance of Saturday night but
spottily occupied by the smaller number of those
who could get to Elliston by 7pm after a work
day (it is a 3-4 hour drive from town, which is
PHOTOS: KEN HOLDEN

where the majority of attendees live). The biggest
oversight was that there were no hot drinks: no

consensus of rave reviews. Though, beyond the

tea, no coffee, no hot rum or toddies.

appearance of the sun for the hike, the “magic”
Saturday was more hard work on the part of

The musicians (Jim Payne and Fergus

the organizers (applause to Legendary Coasts

O’Byrne, Craig Young, and Sherman Downey)

and Chef Chris Sheppard) and included (along

and dirge. The cliffs are covered in the last

and the chefs were game and talented and

with hot tea and coffee!) a new family-style,

of the blueberries over a shag of ripening

the King of Cod challenge entrees were

sit-down, supper which was well conceived

partridgeberries. It will be cold and it will be

mostly outstanding. Roary MacPherson from

and executed. Six courses plus dessert, every

warm. It will be sunny and it will rain. It will be

The Sheraton Hotel and his cod pakoras,

one worthy of its own meal. The bands (The

windy throughout.

partridgeberry chutney and savory raita were

Navigators, Ian Foster, Matt Hornell, and

a stand out and a comfort. Chef Chris Chafe

Amelia Curran) were solid favourites who

The Saturday Food Hike is the signature event

from The Doctor’s House Inn won, deservedly,

made this final feast into a you-didn’t-want-to-

and its magic is in the setting. The view keeps

with his simple and comforting creamed corn

be-the-one-who-missed-it party.

you for four hours, as surprising, decadent

and cod. On the other end of the spectrum

dishes are prepared in front of you at each

was the misguided ersatz “sushi” roll from

There was no Sunday morning event per se

of five stations until you cannot take another

the Tavola table. The advertised wine pairing

this year, but attendees had, instead, the

bite. Chef Anthony Walsh stole my heart with

was one white, one red (Meyer Pinot Noir and

food festival in Elliston (Root

option of a few different partner events in

his spicy local lamb over sweet cornbread.

Chardonnay) chosen by the festival, not by the

Trinity. This seems like a fair change as a bit

Cellar Capital of the World!) is a

The chefs, from all over Canada, collaborate

chefs. While it is true that any profits would

of culture or a try at cod jigging is a peaceable

with the culinary program at the College of the

get lost in “large pours of 80$ wines,” Tetley

antidote to a gourmet food hangover. If you

North Atlantic (in Bonavista) to both source

and a few borrowed kettles cost practically

find you need a stronger remedy, I have heard

and prepare their food. This is one example

naught and would have been more welcomed

that the Skerwink trail is just one pearl in a

of cooperation from within the neighbouring

that night than a Chateau Lafite Rothschild.

string of maintained coastal trails that are

Emily Deming
Reviews the
2014 Roots,
Rants, and
Roars Festival
The Roots Rants and Roars

piece of magic. Like all genuine
fairytale magic, it is both
gorgeous and drear.

communities that give this festival more than

currently growing on the Bonavista Peninsula.

just a veneer of “local” credibility. The craft/

The good magic returned for the food hike and

Watch out Avalon, your neighbour didn’t get

two days of summer are both celebration

vendor stations are another.

continued into Saturday night which was a

its name by accident.
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.org

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.
Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North
@dalegkirby
709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca
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Help, I’m a Vegetarian/Vegan in St. John’s!

11

BY JENN BROWN

In St. John’s, we’re naturally drawn to hang out around kitchen tables and we have been for generations - it’s just that now we’re taking
photos of what’s in front of us, and why wouldn’t we? Our chefs are winning awards and our restaurants are topping “Best Of” lists. The
only tricky thing is, where do you go if meat isn’t on your menu? This is the age-old question for all of us vegetarians and
vegans. Here’s a bit of a low down on how to fearlessly become a foodie despite the city’s meat-focused menus.

WHERE TO EAT

section, and pick up some hard-to-find spices

as meat replacements. If you can, get your

can. Real

while you’re at it! There are some really

hands on a food processor or immersion

Food Market

You’ll quickly learn of the glory that is The

good sushi places in the city where you can

blender - they’ll help you create awesome soups,

groceries to your door, and has tons of

Sprout, the first vegan/vegetarian restaurant

find fish-free rolls and more - do yourself a

hummus, dressings and more. Lots of vegan

meatless options and locally sourced veggies,

in town. You can find fresh, laid back, locally

favour and try Basho if you can afford to be

and vegetarian recipes call for one. Don’t feel

too. Remember that frozen fruit and veggies

sourced food, plus their brunch is pretty

extravagant and are craving the best mojitos

obligated to buy “fake meats.” They’re normally

are great to have on hand. If you’re pressed

awesome and their drip coffee is one of the

in town. Formosa Tea House on LeMarchant

very processed, full of salt and can be expensive.

for time, a smoothie may become your BFF.

best mugs around. If you’re lucky enough to

Road, has a surprising menu of cheap, light,

However if you do enjoy them, give’er.

be going on a fun vegan date, this place can

and meat-free dishes. Mohamed Ali’s falafel

be your go-to. Be sure to try the decadent

sandwich has quickly risen to rockstar fame,

Fresh produce always tastes better, and it’s

you like, make extras, and share it. Still

desserts made by Matthew Finateri of Tulip

and their extended business hours make it the

important to support our hardworking local

stuck? Throw a potluck! It’s a great way to

Baroo, whose sweet vegan baked goods can

ruler of late night treats.

farmers, so take advantage. The St. John’s

try new dishes and ask for tips and tricks.

Farmer’s Market is on until December, so

Have fun, try new things, and invite me

stock up your fall harvest bounty while you

over for supper.

be found at several other places, including the
purely vegetarian Happy Hummus Hut, which

Speaking of after hours, if you want your

is great for healthy lunches to go. Plus, they

greasy fix, Ziggy Peelgood’s has vegan gravy.

won’t make you feel like a weirdo if you ask if

Just saying.

that soynaise is gluten free.
For special occasions, The Reluctant Chef
Most coffee shops have your food and

sometimes has vegan nights, but if you make

dairy-free caffeine needs in mind, too. Fixed

reservations they’ll accommodate eagerly, as

Coffee and Baking make my favourite soy

will most nice places. Be kind to your cooks

cappuccino and their house made bagel

- if they’re not known for their vegan entrees,

sandwiches are addictive. Gracie Joe’s on

give them a heads up by booking in advance

Quidi Vidi Road has a mean Veggie Burger,

and everyone will be happy. Most chefs are

and people also go bananas for their peanut

excited to make something new, especially

butter hot chocolate.

all of the talented ones around here! If fancy

delivers

Don’t stress about food. Find something

International
Food & Craft Expo
Celebrating and Promoting Cultural Diversity
and Business Development in Newfoundland and Labrador

pizza is more your style, Pi offers soy cheese!

CBS

ST. JOHN’S

PARADISE

GROCERY SHOPPING IN THE CITY

10:00am – 5:00pm (Royal Canadian
Legion, Kelligrews)

10:00am – 5:00pm (Holiday Inn)

10:00am – 4:00pm (Rotary Paradise
Youth and Community Centre)

small, as there are some fantastic family-

Now that you’ve spent all of your money on

EVENT ACTIVITIES:

run places.The Afghan Restaurant has a

restaurants (or you feel bummed out and

really cheap veggie plate, which is a combo

broke because you can’t go to any of the

of several tasty dishes. Be sure to ask for

above), here is my main advice: get to know

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

a side of their homemade mango pickles!

your grocery stores! You will eat healthier,

ADMISSION:

International Flavours does a similar plate

save money, and impress everyone with your

and has more seats if you’re looking to go

bad ass cooking skills.

There’s a world of ridiculously flavourful
international restaurants that you should

Sunday, October 19, 2014

definitely check out. I recommend starting

with a bigger group. Shalimar is another good
one - and if you love their samosas (which

Legumes such as dried or canned beans and

I do) you can buy a bag from their freezer

lentils are a great starting point and can serve

Sunday, November 2, 2014
EVENT ACTIVITIES:

$3 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

ADMISSION:

$5 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

Sunday, November 16, 2014

EVENT ACTIVITIES:

Sale and Display of Local and
International Food and Crafts,
Multicultural Entertainment
and Door Prizes

ADMISSION:

$3 (free admission for children
12 yrs & under)

JOIN US WITH YOUR FAMILY & FRIENDS AND ENJOY
THE FESTIVE MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE!
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fun fact

Pelorus Ensemble

A pelorus is a sighting
device on a ship for
taking the relative
bearings of a distant
object or heading.

“It’s all about doing new stuff and pushing

explains, “but then we bring

boundaries and writing new music. Doing

what we have to the group,

musical staves with notes

different things and exploring new stuff,”

and then we try it out there

explains guitarist Andrew Noseworthy. It

and see what happens. So

seems only fitting then that the group chose

far everything’s worked out

the pelorus, an instrument used in marine

pretty well.” Noseworthy

navigation and exploration, to represent the

believes, however, that even in this

the group is making modern and exciting

ensemble. “Greg [Bruce] picked out a number

collaborative environment, each composer’s

contemporary music that is accessible to a

of different types of ship compasses or

pieces have retained their own creative voices.

wide audience.

different apparatuses used in exploration [for

These creative voices, for Noseworthy, Harte,

the name],” Noseworthy says, “which also fits

and Williams, were honed while studying

“I definitely always want to promote the

with our Newfoundland background.”

under Andrew Staniland and Clark Ross as

idea that contemporary music is not just

part of Memorial’s new Music Composition

people making the weirdest sounds they can

and rhythms. Another of the
ensemble’s pieces currently
in the works by Noseworthy
contains a rock style drum set

part. This type of repertoire shows how

Stirring a New Wave

The ensemble, made up of Noseworthy on

program. “They always managed to get

make. It can be, but it’s not only that,” says

of Classical Music

classical and electric guitars, Greg Bruce on

something out of me that I didn’t think that I

Noseworthy. “I think if you find a spark of

saxophones and clarinet, flautist Mitchell

could ever get out of myself independently,”

something in classical music, or anything

Williams, and percussionist Evan Harte, are

says Williams. The three younger members

that’s not widely accepted, that can grab

all composers and graduates of Memorial

also refer to Bruce, a regular on the St.

somebody without fully compromising your

University’s School of Music and were seeking

John’s music scene and a masters student in

integrity, it can be really useful.”

a way to have their compositions performed.

performance at Memorial, as a “guru” who

Pelorus’ members first began playing together

has been an important voice in the ensemble.

in St. John’s
BY LUKAS WALL

With their first performance as

while studying at MUN and all shared a common

a group, the Pelorus Ensemble

interest in performing new creative music.

The Pelorus Ensemble will be making their
performance debut at the Memorial School

One piece composed by Bruce among the

of Music’s Suncor Energy Hall at 8 pm on

group’s repertoire contains recorded audio

Friday, October 3rd. Tickets are available at

looks to explore some uncharted

“We’ve all composed our own pieces, so we

from a speech as performers respond using

ticketmaster.ca, the Travel Bug on Water

territory with their music.

work independently in that sense,” Harte

a graphic notation, rather than standard

Street, or at the door before the performance.

Music
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Keeping up

making a mess of things without knowing

I also love the title track “Car Songs”

with The Thymes

how to clean up after ourselves, and we’re

with its Beach Boys harmonies. What

dependent on our advancements which are

particular make and model inspired

a big part of the problem. Enter the car. The

this masterpiece?

planet would thank us, but could we ever go

You have me blushing now, Damian. What can

back to a world without cars? Maybe, but I

I say? Sometimes I throw myself an exercise

don’t look forward to the events between

to get the juices flowing. In this case I tried to

now and then.

write something you might have heard in your

BY DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

This August, The Thymes
released Car Songs, an LP

car while you waited for the waitress in roller-

packed full of catchy riffs, killer

The cover art is very ominous and

skates to bring you a burger. I don’t know that

hooks and irresistible melodies.

Freemason-esque, with the pyramid eye,

I completely met the objective, but I’m still

key, and hour glass. What inspired this?

“Your Man” is one my favourites on the

Honestly, the gang at Perfect Day took the

man Jeremy Rice to ask him

record. I love the banjo. Am I sensing

driver’s seat on the artwork. I sat with John

some country influences here?

about the album.

Devereaux and Duncan Major and we hashed

The banjo is hilarious isn’t it? That was really

out some ideas. They took it from there. My

just an experiment, but I think it worked out.

So the album title is Car Songs. These are

original suggestions involved themes like

As for influences, I wouldn’t say that ours

pollution, consumerism, and industrialization.

reside in one particular genre. We do set

I wasn’t trying to be preachy, I just didn’t want

out to perform our music in a classic rock

to glorify the car. Duncan’s approach was

style, but we draw inspiration from wherever

Certainly the objective was to make

fantastic. He took the car and turned it into

we can, be it classical, jazz, or the hum of

a driving record, but the car imagery

something divine, looking down upon us from

the beer coolers at The Levee. There’s the

also serves another purpose. Songs

the heavens. So in the end there is an obvious

material and then there’s the delivery. You can

like “Dubai,” “Changing the World” and

glorification going on, but to me it feels

make Beethoven sound like Chuck Berry if

even “Car Song” touch on the idea that we’re

sarcastic. It’s fitting.

you play it the right way.

I recently checked in with front-

definitely songs that you can’t help but
sing along to while cruising with windows
down on a sunny day. Was that the idea?

Bonnie Fedreau Opening New Doors for Herself and MuiscNL

happy with the way the song came out. It feels
a bit like a caricature of the period. Also, being
a throwback piece about the almighty machine,
it was kind of begging for Beach Boys stacks.
Well, you definitely have a knack
for a catchy melody and hooks.
Where does this come from?
Probably from watching too many
TV commercials as
a kid. “After these
messages...” you
know how
it goes.

BY ERIN POWER

With only one month under

it, I really embrace it.” When she caught wind

level.” She hopes that by sharing her own

from October 20-23 and then it moves to

her belt as the new Executive

of the opportunity to join the MusicNL team,

experiences in diverse areas of the industry,

Corner Brook from October 24-26 for the

she was very interested. Fedrau recalls, “I

from artist representation and music

MusicNL Conference and Awards Gala.

thought ‘Wow, this would be amazing.’ I’ve

publishing, to digital distribution and new

With numerous showcases, workshops,

always loved the province. I love the people in

media, she can “open some doors, shed

seminars, and panel discussions scheduled,

it. Anyone I’ve ever met from here has been

some light, and offer fresh insight to those

this will be a wonderful opportunity

amazing, and so I threw my hat in the ring and,

in the industry.”

for Fedrau to meet artists and industry

Director of MusicNL, Bonnie
Fedrau has hit the ground
running with an authentic
energy and enthusiasm for her
new role within the province’s
music scene.

thankfully, they liked me and here I am.”

professionals from across the province.
So what is Fedrau’s vision of the future

MusicNL is a member-supported

of MusicNL? “I’m not coming in with any

Fedrau seems to have already embraced

association open to any person in the music

agenda. I’m coming in to listen to the music

her new position, acknowledging, “I truly

After twenty-five years in Toronto, growing

industry in Newfoundland and Labrador. Its

community at large and, hopefully, find

am blessed to be given such an amazing

an illustrious career in the music industry,

mandate is to address key issues affecting

some answers to some of the challenges

opportunity to come and be a part of a

including work as a talent scout with

the provincial music industry, to increase

that people in the local industry face every

province with such rich roots in culture and

Warner Music Canada, EMI Music Canada,

awareness of provincially produced music,

day. If I can bring in a new perspective

music, and I look forward to getting settled

and Zomba Records Canada Inc., Fedrau felt

and to create and encourage opportunities

based on my experience or my stories, or

in, with many more years to come.”

it was time to make a change. According

to grow the industry. Working with the

whatever, I hope to do that.”

to Bonnie, “I just felt like a change was in

MusicNL board and team, Bonnie plans to

the air. I’m a Taurus, so there’s a side of me

“help build on the current momentum, and

MusicNL Week, 2014, a major event for the

that doesn’t like change, and there’s a side

help elevate the profile of such a vibrant

association, will be taking place October 20-

of me that loves change. So once I embrace

music community on a national and global

26. The first portion takes place in St John’s

14
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Rube & Rake: Local

Sandu is one part of the duo Rube & Rake, with

with a local audience who might not

Duo Do a Cross-

St. John’s native Andrew Laite rounding off the

otherwise hear their songs.

other half. Together, they fuse banjo and guitar

country Tour with
Plans to Record
Again When Finished
BY RYAN BELBIN

into an Americana, rootsy style, with a penchant

When the train reaches Vancouver Island, Rube

for vocal harmonies. “Haunted” is right in the EP

& Rake will turn around, and plan to be back in

title, but “haunting” is an appropriate adjective to

Newfoundland by November, at which point they

describe the album.

will return to the studio and solidify a full-length
album of original material.That also means that

On a tour circuit divided into three distinct legs

the songs will have been sufficiently road-tested

linked by train, the guys reconvened with local

when they play again in St. John’s.

favourites Green & Gold (Len O’Neill recorded
and mixed Rube & Rake’s EP) for shows in

With respect to their upcoming release, Sandu

Rube & Rake’s debut EP, Haunted

Montreal and Toronto, before continuing out

points out one obvious perk of being a duo. “We

sound good, we keep trying until it does. We

Brothel, spans just over 16

west for homecoming gigs in British Columbia

can record in no time at all, because we just

both know when a tune is finished, or when a

throughout October.

need a few mics in front of us, and the sound to

specific part of a song sounds good we move on

sound good, to capture our performances as

from it, and it is what it is.”

minutes in length and just over
6,500 kilometres in breadth.

Part of what has made this country-spanning

best as possible.” Rube & Rake are pleased with

tour possible has been the combined

the way their songs have assumed an existence.

If homesickness is the theme of the first EP,

“I moved to St. John’s about three years ago

backgrounds of Sandu and Laite, which have

Sandu is the songwriter of the group, while

should fans be worried that only half of Rube

with an old girlfriend,” Prince George songwriter

granted them a lot of contacts in different parts

Laite builds on and layers the sound.

& Rake will be making the return trip across

Josh Sandu explained. “We were in a band

of Canada. Their first performance of the tour

together—she moved back to B.C., and I’m still

was with Sudbury group Murder Murder (a

“Andrew brings a lot to these songs, if I were to

local musicians have said about playing in this

here in Newfoundland. So I found myself stuck

band whose catalogue is exclusively murder

perform them by myself, they wouldn’t sound

city. “I find St. John’s a wonderful environment

in a province where I didn’t really know anyone.

ballads) and Moncton singer-songwriter Ashley

the same at all,” Sandu said. Laite adds that, “At

to help musicians. It’s a really nice community.”

I think if there’s one main theme that EP really

McNally. They plan to continue building musical

the end of the day, we’re humble enough, and

Even if the muse is an entire country away, Rube

touched on, it’s just being homesick.”

collaborations throughout the tour to connect

easy enough with each other, so that if it doesn’t

& Rake won’t call anywhere but St. John’s home.

Canada? Doubtful, as Sandu echoes what many

MIGHTYPOP PRESENTS

ALBUM RELEASE
CONCERT

#585 Leather Lined in
Rustic Brown also
available in Rustic Black

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca

That’s all it takes.
Just one pair of Blundstone boots
will make you a fan for life.
No laces. All season.
Long wearing.
Go anywhere.
Spine and
joint sparing.
So comfortable
that – surprise!
You end up with two pairs.

SAT NOV 8
HOLY HEART
THEATRE 8PM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT HOLY HEART THEATRE,
HOLYHEARTTHEATRE.COM
P. 579-4424. $25 (HST INCL.)

AMELIACURRAN.COM
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Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

TRUE FOLK

ROCK AND ROLL

Through the
Meadows EP

Self-titled
EP

BY MAX

BY

MARSHALL

THE SAUCE

These days, people call anything moderately mellow, “folk music,”

Liz Solo, Colleen Power, and Mike Kean have been performing music

which isn’t technically correct. Hasn’t everyone heard the story of

in this city for over a decade. That’s only worth mentioning because

Bob Dylan narrowly escaping death for plugging in an electric guitar

this album is proof they’re still having a blast, and still writing clever,

at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival? Max Marshall’s debut EP is an

catchy songs. The album, through the power and compromise of

example of true, pure folk, which happens to feel quite authentic

collaboration, also forces each musician into new territory, much to

and assured for a debut album. With just his acoustic guitar,

the benefit of these songs. This self-titled debut is pure fun and raw

he delivers fluid, fingerpicked music. While the commendable

honesty. Hell, just look at the song titles, “The Abduction of Great

guitar is anything but simple, the lyrics certainly are: the opening

Big Sea and Shanneyganock,” for example, and “Not Your Fucking

track “Wellwishers,” is about a man’s happy spot in the woods in

Mother,” which are about exactly what you think they’re about: the

Muskoka, how folking folk is that? The song, like the album, is

alien abduction of local trad bands (sung with hilarious trad twang),

about needing nothing but nature, love, and music. There’s even a

and, local women sick to death of townie momma’s boys. The first

song about making jam with some pals. The EP is titled Through

track, “Your Bottom Half,” is about cloning only the bottom half of a

the Meadows, and the music is just that: a lyrical journey through

man, because it’s all we’re good for anyway, and you’ve got to love

the wonder, tranquility, and draw of a simple life among nature,

the role reversal of sexualizing men. The country undertones add a

with a lover beside you. With its lyrical cacophony of cicada songs,
rolling rivers, and how “mother goose has that saxophone’s howl,”
the constant natural imagery almost acts as a backing band. The
EP boasts a bright, clear recording, which an album of this very
bare nature needs to sound strong and engaging. Given the
man-with-guitar simplicity of the album, there’s little
to distinguish one song from the next, but Marshall
remedies this with smart tracklsiting. The songs rise in
tempo to the liveliest, toe-tappiest track in the middle
“Damson Jam,” mellowing out from there as we
approach the album closer, “Add a Lash.” Only “Song of
Quiet Trust” falls a little short in calibre for the EP, and
only relative to the strength of the other four songs.

rollicking humour and musical punch to the track as well. As does –
on every song – how well these two female singers’ distinct voices
suit each other. Track two, “Dumb Piece of meat,” is a throwback to
the riot grrrl movement reminiscent of rock royalty Sleater-Kinney.
This album sails through so many genres you simply can’t

Check out
theovercast.ca

not like at least one of its tracks, a lot. From the countrytinged opener, to the catchy pop chorus of “Ex-Motherin-law,” to the roaring rock sentiment of “Not Your

ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
FIRST LISTEN
TELL US MORE

Fucking Mother,” it takes you on a genre tour that
shows off the range and flexibility of this trio.

REVIEWS BY CHAD PELLEY
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If It’s Glasses You’re Looking For

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Optique Boutique’s 20/20 Vision of Spectacular Spectacles and Service

SHOP PORTRAIT

PART 1 OF A
6 PART SERIES
on where to find very
specific things in
St. John’s

For the third year in a row,

business. I realized that to turn my ‘vision’

photoshoot, she was fresh back from eyewear

luxury lines as well.

Lorelei Woolridge is up for

into a reality, I needed to offer something that

shows in Paris, Spain, and Italy. “Typically, the

“Designer lines are

customers could not get elsewhere. Style and

frames we select at eyewear shows are well

those that are readily available from reputable

service became my ‘focus.’ My optical store

ahead of the curve. We also take photos of

suppliers. The consumer will recognize those

would offer fashionable lines that were not

clients and buy specifically for them.”

names as they are heavily branded; lines such

the RBC Canadian Women
Entrepreneur Award, and the
people on the floor in her store

available in other stores.”

as Ray Ban, Coach, Versace, Burberry, etc. But
To ensure they’re spreading original frames

luxury lines require contracts from suppliers

Optique Boutique can legitimately say

around town, they only buy one of each frame

and are more difficult to attain as a supplier.”

they have unique eyewear you will not find

at these shows, which is to say, if you buy your

anywhere else in Newfoundland. Before

frames there, no one else in town will have

“Our first luxury line was Tom Ford, and it took

traveling to an eyewear show, they “research

them. As a rule. “If a pair of frames is off the

me about two years to secure the line. It’s very

lines, book appointments to view lines that are

charts amazing, we may purchase it in a second

rewarding as a business woman and Optician

It’s not uncommon to see a Facebook query

not currently here, and always purchase from

colour,” she says. “There is so much beautiful

to now be approached by companies asking

from a visually challenged friend, “Where’s

reputable suppliers, from all over the world,

out there that special frames never need to be

us if we would consider carrying their product.

the best place in town to buy glasses?” Nine

who are at the forefront of modern quality and

duplicated. If we have gone through the effort

We try to select a decent representation of

responses out of ten tend to be, Optique

style.” (This author’s frames are an exclusive

to bring it to Newfoundland, it deserves to be

each product and have an extensive array of

Boutique! – exclamation mark included.

design from Morel in France.)

one-of-a-kind. I think it differentiates our clients

choices. We are currently the largest supplier

as much as it does our business.”

of Maui Jim sunglasses in Newfoundland and

know more about what pair of
frames will suit your face than
Ryan Snodden knows about
the weekend forecast.

So how does a shop achieve such a go-to
status for glasses? Exclusive selection and

“Eyewear shows are absolute heaven for me.

knowledgeable, sincere service. “Only large,

I’m pretty sure that my jaw was scraping the

While we’ve all heard of “designer glasses,”

well-capitalized companies have any chance

floor when I attended my first show in New York

Optique Boutique’s success is grand enough to

of winning a price war,” says Woolridge. “That

City in 2010.” Lorelei has since been all over the

have opened their doors to being one of very

Optique Boutique is located at

approach was not going to help my small

world for eyewear shows, and at the time of this

few eyewear boutiques around that can carry

193 LeMarchant Road

Labrador, and exclusive suppliers for many
designer and luxury products.”

Retail
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Water Street West Is
Winding Back Up

Gerry Rogers,
MHA ST. JOHN’s CENTRE
& the NEW Community Coalition
4 Mental Health present:

THE LAUNCH

BY TERRI COLES

A celebration of all things mental
health you won’t want to miss!

You could be forgiven

Co-hosts ANDY JONES + LYNDA BOYD

for assuming that the action

LAU N C H I N G

ends downtown at about 400

Amelia Curran’s new music video!

Water Street — the bulk of

Lynda Boyd & Marthe Bernard’s
new short films

retail and restaurant activity

Jamie McWirther’s new book
on PTSD ‘A Soldier’s Tale’

in downtown St. John’s is
concentrated along Duckworth

Wedneday, October 15th
7-9:30pm (DOORS OPEN AT 6)

Street and the east end

HOLY HEART THEATRE
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Boogaloo,
a great source for
guitars, amps, and
other instruments,
is also located on
this strip

FOUND
1 Waterford Bridge Road
This high-end consignment boutique is
your only local source for women’s brands
otherwise not found on the island: J. Crew,
Banana Republic, Lululemon, and TopShop.
They also specialize in luxury brands,
including clothing, shoes, and jewellery, and
do on-site authentication for designer items.
They regularly post new arrivals on their
Facebook page, but you might have to race
to the store to snap an item up.

of Water.

Info Booths ○ Free Admission!

Live Music by City on the Coast!

BIPED SPORTS

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA

We’re listening

But the west end of Water Street is seeing

564 Water Street

an increasing amount of development, and

St. John’s is a challenging city for a runner,

new local retail is starting to follow. In fact,

but the sport has its local enthusiasts — and

Happy City hosted the Downtown West

thanks to BiPed, they now have an independent

Development Forum in June to discuss the

local running shop to visit. Hit them up to

development of Water Street’s 100 block,

find running shoes that are right for your feet

which includes six major projects that are

and stride, or to stock up on reflective gear

either underway or planned.

—particularly important now that the days
will soon get shorter. They also offer a variety

Opening shops and restaurants is tough

of running clinics, including a learn-to-run

for would-be entrepreneurs in St. John’s:

program and a series on yoga for runners.

our low vacancy rates and rising rents are
the highest in Atlantic Canada, according

ROCK PAPER FLOWERS

to a survey by Turner Drake and Partners

602 Water Street

released last year. It only makes sense that

The newest shop on the west end of Water

those with an idea for a new business are

Street, Rock Paper Flowers brings to mind

moving outside of the obvious locations

the floral and gift shops found in Toronto’s

along the main downtown strip, and

trendy Queen West neighbourhood. It’s a

investigating neighbourhoods that have been

great place to stop if you need a Pinteresty

overlooked in the past.

decor piece or a bouquet that doesn’t look
like it came from the grocery store.

As the discussion about how to expand local

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA

commercial activity in St. John’s beyond the

ROSEMILL ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES

east end of downtown continues, several

556 Water Street

small new shops have opened up along west

This antique store has a twenty-year history,

Water Street. Here’s a look at three new and

which makes them experts in purchasing

locally owned shops, and one long-standing

both single items and estates. Check them

antique-shop that is no longer a loner on

out for everything from large furniture pieces

the strip. Hopefully they’re the start of a new

to smaller collectibles like fine china and

wave of entrepreneurs in the newly blooming

home decor items, or contact them if you

neighbourhood.

have pieces of your own to sell.
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Russell Wangersky’s New Novel
Very Well Written (and Creepy)
BY CHAD PELLEY

As he has proven with a series

mindset of a main character, and Wangersky

they are more concerned about finding an

kind of

of multi-award-winning

nails this. “Going there” is something an author

audience that’s willing to accept the casual

person: he

has to do to make a book feel authentic, but

offhandedness of his brutality.”

who does

books, the quality of Russell
Wangersky’s sentence-level

doing so can be a professional hazard, if it

not know

affects how readers see you as an author.

This is a novel of fifty-three short chapters,

he’s crossing

writing is perhaps unmatched

In joking with Russell on the matter, he

and the only real critique is that three or four

a line will

in this country. His latest

acknowledges it’s part of being a writer that

of them feel a bit extraneous and circular.

always cross

“people suddenly look at you like, ‘He has that

Wangersky’s skill with language makes the

that line.

stuff inside him.’ One writer I know who read

book effortless to read, and his way with

it emailed me to say, ‘Now I’m scared of you,’

words adds extra grease to the page turning

language as the truest

although he did say afterwards that he meant it

plot. Walt, the novel, is one thing for sure: a

strength of the book.

in a light way.”

character-driven novel with a distinct voice

novel, Walt, certainly boasts
a remarkable use of evocative

Walt is being touted as a “psychological
thriller,” and its pitch-perfect way with words
adds an immediate eeriness to the story.
Here’s an excerpt from the opening paragraph:
“Her name’s Alisha. Skirt right up to here,
the kind that makes you wish you could be
somewhere nearby and watching when she
finally has to sit down. Just to see how she’d
manage it, scissoring those long legs at the
knees without showing you anything else.
Not getting caught, of course. But if you’re
not supposed to be looking, then why’s she
wearing it, anyway?”
Walt is a questionable man who collects
people’s grocery lists as they discard them. He
does it to get a glimpse into their lives, and if
he likes what he sees, he can’t help but take an

Such rich, evocative writing makes
everything in the book feel remarkably real;
every page is so cinematic that this would be

from a man who feels no guilt because he

an easy adaption, for this city of promising

As for what drew him to writing a character

never seems to see he’s doing anything

filmmakers whose industry is currently

like Walt, he says it wasn’t really the character

wrong. Which of course makes him a scarier

booming. (See page 24.)

of Walt he was interested in, but the concept
his character embodies. “I covered court for a
number of years, and I was fascinated by the
way that someone could be pleading guilty to
something truly horrific, and their families and
friends would be almost in tears because they
were going away to jail. It was almost as if they
were dealing with two people: the one who read
stories to the kids and did the dishes, and a truly
different, evil person who lurked in the back, and
who the loved ones couldn’t even see.”
The novel does a good job showing that kind
of duality in a man like Walt. You know he’s a
little off, hell, he does. But how off? How far did
he go? It’s another strength of the book that

unhealthy interest in their life.

it’s not all doled out up front, so the mystery

Why grocery store lists? Because he works

keeps you turning the pages. It’s a character-

in a supermarket, as a cleaner. He’s the man

driven literary novel, with the suspense of

following you in grocery stores, angrily, if

a thriller, and it’s about time books started

you’ve re-thought your chicken breasts and left

benefitting from incorporating elements of

them in the snack aisle, or if you start eating

both genres, the way another red-covered book

the grapes you haven’t yet paid for.

by a local did last year (Lisa Moore’s Caught).

and suspense of “how far did he really go?”

“The thriller tag came from House of Anansi,”
It is the mark of a good book when an author

he says, “I just feel that I wrote the next book

effortlessly slips you into the shoes and

that was kicking around in my head. I think

Books
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A Sudden Sun

After seeing Marian Frances White’s The Untold

the right to vote so they

that was all about mothers and

Inspired by The

Story of the Suffragists of Newfoundland,

could bring in Prohibition,

daughters, looking at some of

Morgan-Cole was fascinated. She had never

and outlaw the liquor

the complexities and difficulties

heard of these women who played such a huge

trade. And this was the era

of that relationship, and losing

role in the history of the province. “There were

when women’s suffrage

my own mother while I was in the

so many other interesting things happening

movements started to find

middle of that process really threw

in Newfoundland and Labrador during that

their voice around the world.

everything I was writing about into

same time period,” says Morgan-Cole. “The

But here in Newfoundland,

sharp relief. Before she died my

First World War, Coaker and the Fishermen’s

after a couple of defeats in

mom joked that she was worried

Protective Union, the Grenfell Mission in

the legislature, the women’s

to learn I was writing about a

Labrador.” All of these things found their way

suffrage movement moved

mother and daughter, worried

into the novel, which is set in 1890-1925.

into the background again

about what I might borrow from

Suffragist Movement
of Our Province’s
Past
BY KERRI CULL

Trudy J. Morgan-Cole’s A Sudden
Sun is a novel about women,

until the 1920s.”

real life. And she was such a supporter and

Both characters are involved in the suffragist

always an early reader and proofreader of all

movement, and the story’s portrayal of

To complete a historical novel is not for the

my books, that it was strange to finish it and

the political activity of the time is accurate.

meek, and Morgan-Cole invested a lot of time

realize she wouldn’t get to read this one.”

Morgan-Cole relished bringing these people

and energy into researching. She endeavoured

to life in fiction. “Jessie Murray Ohman, Julia

to read everything ever written about the

A Sudden Sun is not a quick read, it’s nearly

story of two women - mother

Salter Earle, and so many others, play minor

era and the relevant political movements. “A

400 pages, but it is a worthwhile one. Not

and daughter - and gives readers

roles in the lives of my fictional characters

particular pleasure was reading The Water

only for the subject matter as it brings to

a look into a world that few

in this book ... I was really intrigued by the

Lily, a women’s paper that was published in St.

light a part of our history that is generally

fact that these two waves of Newfoundland

John’s in 1892 and 1893.”

unknown, but also to experience Morgan-

motherhood, and politics.
Spanning decades, it tells the

overcast ad 5_Layout 1 9/22/14 10:22 AM Page 1

feminism occurred about thirty years apart.

outport Newfoundland, their

There was an initial wave of activism mostly

Unexpectedly, when Morgan-Cole was

Sudden Sun will become a Newfoundland

spurred by the Women’s Christian Temperance

halfway through writing A Sudden Sun, her

classic, read for years to come both for

Union in the 1890s – women who wanted

mother died. “I was in the middle of this book

pleasure and education.

dla
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2nd

5 writers
read

3 writers*
launch new
books

* Kate
* Stan

Cayley

Dragland

* Emily

McGiffin

Souvankham Thammavongsa

winner 2014 Trillium Award

Sara Tilley

1:30 – 4:30 PM

Readings and Panel

7:00 – 9:00 PM
Books Launch

RCA
Cox & Palmer
Second Space

in the

pe

Pedlar Press

struggles and their secrets.

Cole’s mastery of story. I would guess A

City

understand, that of women in

What readers are saying about

JACK,

THE

KING

OF

ASHES

the newest in Andy Jones and Darka Erdelji’s series
of award-winning Jack tales:

“Jack is a robber,
and he’s about to
make away with your heart!”
~ Lisa Moore,
author of Caught and February

“Jack is a piece of work,
and every Jack tale
by Andy Jones is a work
of art.”
~ Sheree Fitch,
author of If You Could Wear My Sneakers
and There Were Monkeys in My Kitchen

www.runningthegoat.com
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once gave my whole family crabs. I tell him
that’s a lie. After another glass of wine, I tell

THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT

Some Words Taste Better Than Others

him it’s true again.
I have no time for shame, guilt or regret,
I say. I resist the urge. Also, self-pity and
dependence. Both a waste of time. I demand

BY MEGAN COLES

to know where his Toronto girlfriend is. There
was a girlfriend in Toronto, wasn’t there? Or a
wife? I tell him bluntly that I have no interest

against her face. Sweat everywhere. And she

while taking a shit, that I’d freak her out if I

was smoking. Her friend, the bride or birthday

called too often. Newfoundland girls, he

She didn’t read the menu. Instead, she stared

girl, was working herself into a frenzy, waving

said, spook easily.

at it deliberately. Admiring the font and

her hands, punctuating sentences with gusts

mouthing the words at me. Longingly. Maple

of smoke. The cops, the friend yelled and

glaze. Cream sauce. She rolled them over her

people turned toward the conversation. We

tongue, tasting each before expelling them

all stared. The pair of them turned to face

onto the table like you would bad pieces of

the wall, laughing. The friend said, give me

fish. Her face read disdain. And she ordered a

another cigarette for god’s sake, Ellen. And I

He tells me some random story about why

salad. She says sometimes she adds an egg

knew. Just like that. Her name was Ellen. It

he no longer listens to Bob Marley. It’s the

or chicken for protein. Never red meat, never

was her living room they had danced in.

second time he has called me in so many

Leon

Every day I wait for Saturday.

Ellen

days. I respond by explaining why all reggae

dairy, never dessert. An obvious left-over
I asked about her and was told she was a hard

is stupid. I don’t mean this to sound crass,

ticket. Has four brothers. Is from the bay. Stay

but it does. This means I’m nervous. There

The night she walked into the bar, I wanted

clear of her, my manager said. But she’s got

is no reason to be nervous. I can’t even

to know her right away. I didn’t ask her name

a thing for me. So I didn’t follow her advice.

remember meeting him at Kim’s birthday. But

but I should have.

Crazy, said another co-worker. But he thinks all

he remembers me, which makes me more

women everywhere are crazy. So I didn’t follow

nervous. This always takes me by surprise.

She walked in with a group of shellacked

his advice, either. My roommate said to stop

The fact that someone, a man, wants to take

thirty-somethings. A bachelorette. Or a

asking people for advice I had no intention of

me to dinner. I don’t like eating in public so I

birthday, maybe. There was a pink feather

following. It’s annoying, he said. He suggested

suggest drinks. My neighbourhood familiar.

boa, there was a dollar store tiara. She

to just find out where she works and drop by

Dark and sour with its forever broken

ordered a vodka soda with lime and asked if

under some pretence. She works at an ad

toilets and bartenders I know. It’ll be okay.

England wasn’t depressing enough for me.

agency. I tried to manufacture a pretense.

Everything will be fine.

I came up with no pretense.

Everything is not fine. I’m late because I don’t

eating disorder. I encouraged her to try mine.

Why here, she wondered aloud as she licked
lime juice from her thumb and forefinger.

in other people’s boyfriends. I tell him I’m not
one of those girls. He laughs a lot. He keeps
up to me. He confesses his ambition. He
gestures to my hair. He leans in often and I
excuse myself to the bathroom before he ever
makes contact. I am a hot mess. A poor first
date. And I leave without saying goodbye.
Shockingly, he asks me to dinner and I accept.
I’m not nervous anymore. There’s nothing left
to do but be myself. He orders too much food.
I don’t order enough. We share. It’s altogether
pleasant. And suddenly, I want it to be nice. I
want it to work out. I allow that little tingle in
my abdomen to expand. I remind myself that
I’m not dead, just thirty-four. People can still
fall in love at thirty-four. And I will myself to not
fuck it up. I wish I had shaved my legs. Next
time. And there will be a next time because
this beautiful Englishman sitting across from
me, who has perfect teeth and his own house,
looks at me like he wants to eat me.
And I feel delicious.

have any clothes. I mean, I have clothes. But

I told her I followed a girl to Toronto. She
nodded knowingly and said she’d followed a

Then I was drunk on a Monday. Martini

everything I own is too big or too small. Too

guy to Korea once. I told her I had my heart

Monday. Homesick. Sulking. Somewhat

much or not enough. Why don’t I own fucking

broken the first time in Asia. She said me

hating women until her friend walked in. She

basics? I settle on a black shirt that plunges

too and walked away. Later, I watched her

looked very tired and very wide awake. She

in the back. Backs are sexy, right? Dark blue

dance in her naked feet. I promised myself I’d

was loaded.

jeans. Brown oxfords. A leather jacket that
my mother thinks looks severe. I think severe

get her number. But the whole affair ended

Megan Gail Coles is a playwright
(Our Eliza and The Battery and Bound) and
co-founder of Poverty Cove Theatre. This story
is from her brand new fiction debut, Eating
Habits of the Chronically Lonesome.

with the bride or birthday girl crying in a

I exaggerated my own drunkenness though

sounds like a safe look for a half-blind date.

bathroom stall while her friends coaxed her

I had a strong foundation to work from. I

He is sitting in the window with a girl I know

out with promises of party favours that would

explained. I told her. Asia broke our hearts.

from George Street. I know it is him because

straighten her right up. The nameless girl, a

Chrome-coloured toenails. Something about

he said he would wear a hat and he is the only

woman really, still in her naked feet called

fate. And then my roommate interrupted

man in the bar wearing a hat. A plaid newsboy

some Deborah a whore. And then they were

before I said too much. He got the number and

cap which I think looks ridiculous and worry

We publish one a month and pay $75.

all gone, with incredible urgency, to drink and

I memorized it in the cab on the way home.

is hiding a misshapen, bald head. I drink five

All submissions will also be eligible

dance privately in some Ellen’s living room.

He let me call her twice. The second time, I

glasses of red wine on an empty stomach and

for the $10,000 Journey Prize. Stories

asked her to dinner. She suggested meeting

rejoice when I discover he has hair. I drink two

must be less than 1,800 words, and

Finally I saw her again outside of a gym

for drinks. On Saturday. Later my roommate

more glasses and tell him my top ten worst

previously unpublished.

downtown. Weeks later. She had a gym bag

locked himself in the bathroom with our

stories. I show him my abscessed tooth. I tell

submissions@theovercast.ca

thrown over her shoulder, curly hair plastered

cellphones and the landline. He explained,

him I owe student loans $32,000. I tell him I

Submit your
short stories!

Books
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A Rave Review of a Good Debut:

out of reach. We are all battling

self-righteous hippies from

demons invisible to others –

Vancouver who pretend to help

Megan Coles’ Eating Habits of the

and Coles makes the demons

when all they really do is get

of her characters crystal clear.

drunk and spread Chlamydia.”

Chronically Lonesome REVIEW BY CHAD PELLEY

The flair of her writing makes

Characters are the crux of this
breed of lively, unrestrained
short fiction, and the cast in
this book are endearing, gutbusting, and memorably real.
I mean, we’re talking about
people who choose to see
robbing med school students
as “class readjustment.”
And there is a mother who does not like her
three year old “pervert” son. “Oatmeal in his
nose. Dunking my cellphone in his orange
juice ... I definitely don’t want another.” The
book is to be applauded for its vibrant,
vivacious writing, and how it’s never afraid to

the frailty of human kind more

Coles has the consistently

fun than maudlin to read: these

strong and engaging voice of a

be desperately, daringly, achingly human.

stories are full of the snap,

natural born writer, comparable

crackle, and pop that keeps life

in vibrancy to Jessica Grant’s

The opening story goes back and forth in

-- and books -- interesting.

Making Light of Tragedy. In a

points of view between two sisters on a trip to
Thailand, and this narrative structure lets us

city so crowded by talented
The physical world is as alive

writers, it can be hard to shine

as the emotional world in this book; her

this brightly, but shine she does, and her

writing isn’t over-seasoned, but is full of

background in theatre must be the source

flavour. There are mosquito nets that smell

of the cinematic flair in these stories. Funny,

like “cigarettes and other people’s sex,” and

sexy, silly, and serious, these stories sum up

rooms that stink of “beer farts and marijuana.”

how absurd and precious (and precarious and

You know, like the real world. The book

potent) our life is. Don’t miss this book if you

does not shy away from the grit and grime

love fresh new Canadian short fiction, which

and trumps that tension.

of everyday life, playing into our rich local

any CanLit connoisseur knows is our country’s

tradition of raw, honest, human, and character

specialty item.

Every character in the book has problems, and

driven fiction.

see both sides of both characters (their own
perception of self and the perception of a sibling).
It’s clever, effective, interesting. Having these
sisters gush all the dirt on each other illustrates
how all the tensions and resentments that exist
between any siblings are really only part of the
bond between them; a bond that’s bigger than,

it’s their troubles that make them human, and
that’s something this book highlights: we are
all starved for more ideal human connections,
and we’re always hungry for something just

If anything, Coles takes it a notch further.
Her characters have their qualms and need
to share them. “Leanne has no time for

Meg will be launching her book at
Nautical Nellie’s, on October 16th
at 7:30; featuring live music from
Pathological Lovers.

STUDENT APPRECIATION SPECIAL
and 10% Off Books
$1 Coffee Or Tea and
During September And October With A Student Id

THEME-THanks and GraTiTudE

th
Wed
Oct
8
9PM@the ship Pub
265 duckworth street

$5 admission
Hosted by
Mack Furlong
with music by
Bill Brennan

BROKEN BOOKS
HOURS

FREE WIFI

FOr THE Full scHEdulE visiT WWW.sTOryTEllinGsTjOHns.ca

183A Ducworth St.
On the War Memorial
Tuesday to Friday 11-7
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 12-6
Monday Closed
Now Serving Freshly Baked Pies and Flips
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Heritage Hero
Gordon Slade
Among This Year’s
Honourary Degree
Recipients at MUN

Slade worked for the federal
Department of Fisheries
before joining the provincial
Department of Fisheries
as deputy minister. He then

“It’s a great
honour to be
offered an
honourary
degree”

became the vice-president
of Atlantic Canada Opportunities
Agency, retiring in 1995, before spending

in 1998. He has also worked

province. “They have made a conscious

to preserve and restore Port

effort to preserve those parts of their past

Union and chaired the advisory

that are important and still have the oil

committees for the Ryan

industry,” he said of Norwegians. “The two

Premises National Historic Site in
Bonavista and the Red Bay National

Historic Site, which is now designated a

preserve those parts of our past that make
us who we are, really.”

UNESCO World Heritage Site.

about four years heading the Opportunity
Fund at Memorial University.

industries can grow together and we can

Retirement hasn’t made Slade idle—he is
Future generations of people in Newfoundland

now the chairman of the board of the

and Labrador should know how people in

Shorefast Foundation. The organization’s

During his time working with the federal

this province lived for hundreds of years,

work on Fogo Island focuses on the not-for-

and provincial fisheries departments, Slade

Slade said—and see some of the physical

Memorial University’s

visited most of the province’s small fishing

evidence of that lifestyle. And maintaining the

profit Fogo Island Arts, the development of

honourary degree recipients

communities, giving him a firsthand look at

material culture associated with our centuries

what was being lost in the province’s built

as a fishing centre is important for another

heritage in the 1970s and 1980s, as buildings

industry: tourism. “They come here because

that had been in place for hundreds of years

of our culture, and the cultural identity that

Curren), a noted Victorian

were replaced. “It took away a lot of the

we have built over the centuries,” he said of

scholar (Roger Peattie), and

character of a lot of the important places in

tourists. “It’s really important that we express

Gordon Slade, who has spent

the province,” he said.

that culture in ways that are meaningful.”

Slade first worked to preserve Battle

Slade pointed to the example of Norway to

laws degree from the university for which he

Harbour, which had been a major fishing

show how it is possible to preserve our fishing

helped to raise tens of millions of dollars. “It’s

station in Labrador since the 1770s, leading

past while moving ahead with the future,

a great honour to be offered an honourary

to its designation as a National Historic Site

and the growing oil and gas industry in the

degree,” he said. “I’m so pleased.”

BY TERRI COLES

for 2014 include an innovator
in nursing education (Anna

much of his career working
to preserve the heritage of
Newfoundland and Labrador
communities.

a geotourism industry, and a micro-lending
program for entrepreneurs.
Slade is no stranger to honours: he received
the Gold Medal of the Royal Canadian
Geographical Society in 2002 and the Order
of Canada in 2005. But he is proud that he
will soon be awarded an honorary doctor of

People
Are You Listening?
Star-studded
Mental Health
Awareness Video
is a Plea to the
Province to Fix a
Broken System
BY AMY STOODLEY
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in a room for a couple of years just being
scared, and I was certain I had cancer. For
eight months I spent every day in bed, waiting
to die from cancer because I just didn’t know
what was happening. It was horrible. “
After years of suffering she says she was
lucky to walk into the right doctor’s office.
“When I realized that was lucky, I said that’s
not good enough. A lot of people have died
... and we say they died of suicide but suicide
is the means of death, it’s not the cause of
death. The cause of death is the disease that
went untreated.”

You may have seen some local
celebrities around town holding
signs in front of a camera.

Curran says originally the video was a
way to reach out and tell the world about

community members in this video to say

So, what will we see?

look it is all of us. It’s 100% of us.”

her personal struggles. But the message
resonated with other songwriters, musicians,

Shot by award winning filmmaker Roger

Familiar faces like Rick Mercer, Mary Walsh,

and actors and they jumped on board too.

Maunder, with the help of life coach Dana

Each year about 4000 Canadians intentionally

Marthe Bernard, Kristen Pelleran, Sean

“Artists are afraid to take medicine because

Warren, Curran says you’ll see lots of

end their lives. About fifty of those people are

McCann, and many more are speaking out

they are afraid it will numb them or hinder

townies in cool places about town. Aside

from this province where the mental health

about their experiences with mental illness.

them. We don’t want our creative inspirations

from the celebrity factor, there’s police

system is heavily criticized for not meeting

The project started when singer-songwriter

to be eaten up by medicine. I’ve had a lot of

officers in uniform, nurses in uniform,

patients’ needs. Curran says it’s time for people

Amelia Curran decided to share her story. “I

conversations with people who say, ‘I can take

firefighters, construction workers and

to make a shift in the way they think about

suffer from mood disorders,” Curran says,

medication and I’m still writing albums. Find

politicians. “The video has become a

mental illness before it’s too late. “I want to

“and I have an anxiety issue that I was treated

the right one.’ I thought why don’t I just put it

community of people realizing and sending

see a mental health treatment centre that is

for before I heard the word anxiety. It’s hard to

out on the Internet – this message that people

the message that the system is broken and

equal to any other treatment centre. If you

realize what’s happening [to you], and getting

clearly want to hear.”

it’s nobody’s fault, but we can change it and

can walk in one door with a heart attack and

it can be better. People don’t have to fall

one door with cancer you should be able to

through the cracks. It’s a call to action.”

walk in another door with a panic attack or

a diagnosis takes years, let alone treatment
for the diagnosis. Sometimes that diagnosis

And in true Amelia Curran style, she reached

is wrong, and sometimes the treatment is

out through music. With the help of Fortunate

wrong, and that’s not good enough.”

Ones’ Andrew James O’Brien and Catherine

Curran hopes that when people see the video

anything like that. It’s

Allan, Curran recorded a demo and sent it out

they will realize that mental illness affects

under the umbrella

Curran blames problems with the mental

to her musical friends. When it came time to

everyone. “We are sending a message to

of health but we’re

health care system for delayed diagnosis. She

record, more than a dozen other musicians

remind people that they are not alone and

not treating it like

says for her, the unknown made things worse.

showed up to help. “It was astonishing and

that even though the conversation is getting

that. We are treating

Curran knew she was sick but didn’t know

beautiful ... we had to double the length of the

louder, stigma is a huge problem, it’s a

people like they are

why or how to get better. “I was sitting alone

song to fit everyone in the video.”

huge problem. This is why I wanted all the

burdens on society.“

a schizophrenic break or

The video will
be released on
October 15th.
You can see it at
thisvideo.ca

Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

• Safe, gentle, natural
• Holistic & individualized
• Now accepting new patients

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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Hooks, Loglines,
and Screeners
Is Film the Next Big Catch
for Newfoundland?
BY MARK HOFFE

The Newfoundland and
Labrador feature film industry
is casting its nets across
national and international
film markets and making
impressive hauls.
Forty years ago, local aspiring filmmakers
dreamed of launching the means to make
feature films in this province. They formed
a crew of like-minded individuals. They
collaborated. They worked hard. They made
dreams a reality. That’s what filmmakers do.
But that’s the backstory. Right now we need
to fade in on 2014. What’s on the screen?
St. John’s native Jordan Canning’s We Were
Wolves, which she produced and penned with
Steve Cochrane, recently screened at the
Toronto International Film Festival’s Discovery
Programme, deeming her an exciting director
to watch.
Writer and director Deanne Foley’s romantic
comedy Relative Happiness, produced by JillKnox Gosse and Lynne Wilson of Wreckhouse
Productions, was selected for the coveted
Telefilm Perspective Canada Cannes 2014;
Cannes, in France, is arguably the world’s
most prestigious film festival. This movie
will also close the St. John’s International
Women’s Film Festival here in October.
Believe it or not, the film was shot in
sixteen days.
Shot in Trinity Bay and co-produced by local
veteran Barbara Doran and Quebec-based
Roger Frappier, The Grand Seduction (2013)

continues its impressive box office success
and speaks to the grand ability the provincial
industry has to seduce talented directors like
Don McKellar and Hollywood stars like Taylor
Kitsch and Brendan Gleeson. Not to mention
Canadian icon Gordon Pinsent.
Then there’s Christian Sparkes’ dark and
provocative coming-of-age tale Cast No
Shadow, written by Joel Thomas Hynes
and produced by Allison White and Ontariobased Chris Agoston under Telefilm Canada’s
Micro-Budget Program. There’s nothing micro
about this film’s raw and lyrical cinematic
quality or impressive cast. This year’s Atlantic
Film Festival proved this when they awarded
it a sweeping six awards for Best Atlantic
Feature, Best Atlantic Director, Best Atlantic
Screenwriter, Best Atlantic Cinematographer
(Scott McClellan), Outstanding Performance
by an Actress (Mary-Colin Chisholm), and
Outstanding Performance by an Actor (Percy
Hynes White).
That’s an impressive showing of local talent
and tenacity, but only accounts for four recent
feature films selected from a slew of other
features and countless shorts produced,
written, directed, crewed, and catered by the
passion and hard work of local filmmakers.
Speak to any one of them about where
they got their start, and The Newfoundland
Filmmakers Co-operative, better known as
NIFCO, is bound to enter the conversation.
Celebrating its 40 anniversary in 2015, NIFCO
is an essential, artist-run centre founded by
a group of filmmakers in 1975 to ensure the
means of film production were available in
this province. It’s where provincial filmmakers
go to learn how to make films.

5 LOCAL FEATURES THAT
HAD A REMARKABLE YEAR
CAST NO SHADOW
Winner of six awards at the Atlantic
Film Festival.
THE GRAND SEDUCTION
Has cleared well over 1 million dollars
in box office sales.
RELATIVE HAPPINESS
Screened at the prestigious Cannes Film
Festival in France.
WE WERE WOLVES
Named to Canadian Living magazine’s
“Six Canadian Films You Need to Watch
This Year.”
CLOSET MONSTER
Local wunderkind Stephen Dunn
has racked up one dozen awards; he
shot his debut feature (Closet Monster)
here in August.

Sparkes’ first short film Ten Days (2009),
and Allsion White’s recent Cancer Girl (2014),
were produced under NIFCO’s Picture Start
Program, an innovative annual team effort
with Telefilm Canada that acts as a mentor-led
bridge between shorts and features. “More than
anything,” says Sparkes, “NIFCO was a place to
belong. You’d hang out with other filmmakers
and work on their films and watch all the other
Newfoundland and Labrador films that came
before you. This would push you to make even
bigger and better films.”

th

Foley also got her start at NIFCO when she
enrolled in their Film Class. “That was my
introduction to NIFCO,” she recalls, “but a
conversation with filmmaker John Doyle was
the turning point. I was young and knew I

wanted to tell stories for the big screen, but
lacked confidence about the technical side of
making movies. He was really encouraging and,
perhaps, was the first person to tell me it wasn’t
crazy that I wanted to be a feature film director.”
Like Sparkes, Foley also took advantage of the
Picture Start Program to write and direct her
short The Magnificent Molly McBride (2009)
before launching a career in features.
Canning also immersed herself in NIFCO’s
training and support programs and soon found
herself on the road that would lead to We Were
Wolves. “NIFCO was the spark that started it
all,” says Canning. “The intro Film Class, and
then the First Time Filmmakers Program, which
paired me up with Justin Simms as a mentor,
were absolutely instrumental in me coming to
film and finding my voice as a director.”
A frequent NIFCO mentor and facilitator,
Justin Simms is first and foremost a writer
and director whose first feature Down to the
Dirt (2008) held its world premiere at TIFF and
nabbed Best Atlantic Feature at the 28th annual
Atlantic Film Festival. He recently directed
Hold Fast (2013), a feature adapted from Kevin
Major’s Governor General Award-winning
novel by Rosemary House, who also produced.
Simms echoes the praise for NIFCO with what
sounds like a blunt statement of truth, “I can’t
imagine any of this happening – and I mean any
of it – without that place and that community.”
So two things are clear: we have talented
filmmakers on the island, and through
the powerhouse of NIFCO, those talented
filmmakers have the perfect place to hone their
skills. Together, in no small way, NIFCO and
Newfoundland filmmakers are making our
province a burgeoning hub for Canadian film.
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ST. JOHN’S ACTOR’S STUDIO PRESENTS

Acting Classes for Adults
at the St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre!

Chuck Herriott
(Acting Coach)
offers the best
acting classes
in town!

7 week SKETCH COMEDY CLASS starts October 15th!
7 week AUDITION CLASS starts October 16th!
“His disciplined eye knows how to get the absolute best out of actors.
I cannot recommend this class enough.” – MARK CRITCH
VISIT STJOHNSACTORSSTUDIO.CA FOR DETAILS

LOCAL AUTHORS
BENEFITTING FROM THE
BOOM IN LOCAL FILM
2013 saw the adaptation of Kevin
Major’s novel Hold Fast, and two more
features based on books by locals are
now in pre-production: an adaption
of Chad Pelley’s first novel, Away
from Everywhere, and The Magic of
Boxer Connors, which grew out of a
manuscript by Wanda Nolan.

Along with NIFCO, the Newfoundland and
Labrador Film Development Corporation
(NLFDC) is also vital for the success of the
provincial film industry. Headed by Executive
Director Chris Bonnell and Programs Manager
Dorian Rowe, the NLFDC’s development,
equity investment, and tax credit programs
form a key ingredient in the complex financing
structure of features.
When it comes to the momentum of our local
film industry, Rowe believes the numbers
speak for themselves. “Since 1997, when
the Newfoundland and Labrador Film
Development Corporation was founded,” says

Signal Hill

National Historic Site

Lieu historique national

de Signal Hill

Public Notice

PARKS CANADA AGENCY
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONCESSION
Parks Canada is inviting proposals for the operation of a
food and beverage concession located within Signal Hill
National Historic Site, Newfoundland and Labrador,
Canada.

Parcs Canada invite les intéressés à présenter leurs propositions
visant l’exploitation d’un comptoir de vente d’aliments et de
boissons au lieu historique national de Signal Hill, à
Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador, Canada.

Parks Canada will enter into a licence of occupation with
the successful proponent for the operation of a concession
which offers the sale of food and beverage refreshments
to the visiting public at Signal Hill National Historic Site for
five (5) operating seasons commencing in mid- May 2015.
Documents may be obtained from the following location:

Parcs Canada délivrera au promoteur retenu un permis
d’occupation lui donnant le droit d’exploiter un comptoir de vente
d’aliments et de boissons rafraîchissantes à l’intention des visiteurs
au lieu historique national du Canada de Signal Hill pendant cinq
(5) saisons opérationnelles à compter de mi-mai 2015.
Les intéressés peuvent se procurer les documents à l’adresse
suivante :

Pamela Hayhurst
Senior Realty Advisor
Tel: (902) 426-6260
Parks Canada Agency
Fax: (902) 426-2728
1869 Upper Water Street,
Pamela.Hayhurst@pc.gc.ca
Suite AH201, Halifax, NS, B3J 1S9

NIFCO’s current President and Executive

Rowe, “the total film and television production

Director Jennice Ripley, a key creator of the

activity in Newfoundland and Labrador has

Picture Start Program, is also a filmmaker and

been $291 million. Over $235 million of that

produced Sherry White’s Crackie (2009) among

is new money, outside, industry-specific

many other productions. “NIFCO has always

funds leveraged into this province for film and

been a place where knowledge and expertise

television production. This represents about

is freely shared and filmmakers support each

4,950 direct, indirect and induced full-time

other,” says Ripley. “I loved this immediately. I’ve

employment equivalencies.

No proposal shall be considered unless it is accompanied
by the required documents as stated in the RFP and
received by the date and time specified above. Proposals
received after the specified date and time will be returned
unopened.

and have played a part in helping it to grow into

Not bad for a province that is still testing its sea

The highest or any proposal shall not necessarily be
accepted.

the organization it is today – and I’m proud to

legs in the global film industry. But will

say that we haven’t lost that core spirit.”

film be the next big catch?

been actively involved in NIFCO for thirty years

Avis au public

AGENCE PARCS CANADA
DEMANDE DE PROPOSITION
COMPTOIR DE VENTE D’ALIMENTS ET DE BOISSONS

Sealed Proposals marked “Solicitation Number:
PCA-2014-02-SHNHS" will be accepted at the address
noted in the Request for Proposal documents. Proposals
must be received on or before 2:00 p.m. Atlantic Standard
Time on Wednesday, November 26, 2014.

Pamela Hayhurst
Téléphone: (902) 426-6260
Conseillere principale
de biens immobiliers
Télécopieur: (902) 426-2728
Agence Parcs Canada
Pamela.Hayhurst@pc.gc.ca
1869, rue Upper Water,
pièce AH201, Halifax (N.É.) B3J 1S9
Les propositions scellées portant la mention « Numéro de
l’invitation : PCA-2014-02-SHNHS » devront être envoyées à
l’adresse précisée dans les documents relatifs à la demande de
propositions. Les propositions doivent être reçues au plus tard à 14
h (heure normale de l'Atlantique), le mercredi 26 novembre 2014.
Aucune proposition ne sera prise en considération si elle n’est pas
accompagnée des documents indiqués dans la DP et si elle n’est
pas reçue avant la date et l’heure de clôture susmentionnées.
Celles qui seront reçues après la date et l’heure de clôture seront
renvoyées au soumissionnaire sans avoir été ouvertes.
Parcs Canada ne s’engage à retenir ni l’offre la plus élevée, ni
aucune autre offre.
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performance

October 7-12

for reservations:
Call the Hall: 753-4531
www.rca.nf.ca

07

tues.
ma.

08

weds.
me.

09
10
11
12

Dulcinea Langfelder:
Dulcinea’s Lament
MAIN STAGE: LSPU HALL
8pm

Sunrise Dance Ceremony
Signal Hill
7-8am

Jo Leslie + Jacinte Giroux

Opening Night Reception +
Roberta Thomas Legacy Award

Susanna Hood + Scott Thomson
ARTS + CULTURE CENTRE
5 - 6:30pm

TBA
12 - 2pm

Hood + Thomson:

Dulcinea Langfelder

Sarah Joy Stoker: the worth of

Peter Trosztmer

MAX
12 - 2pm

The Muted Note
Joe Ink: Left

MAIN STAGE - LSPU Hall
8pm

thurs.
jeu.

Peter Trosztmer: EESTI:

fri.
vend.

Katie Ward: Infinity Doughnut

Myths and Machines
MAIN STAGE - LSPU Hall
8pm

NIFCO
3 - 5pm
CDA Community Roundtable
LSPU HALL
3-5pm
Happy Hour Social
THE SHIP
5pm

Katie Ward
MAX
12 - 2pm

Joe Laughlin

OFF SITE: MASONIC TEMPLE
6pm

MAX
12 - 2pm

605 Collective: Inheritor Album
MAIN STAGE: LSPU HALL
8pm

sat.
sam.

Katie Ward: Infinity Doughnut

OFF SITE - MASONIC TEMPLE
2pm

Jo Leslie: Siren
Jo Leslie: Affair of the Heart
Louise Moyes: Pants on Fire
MAIN STAGE - LSPU Hall
8pm

sun.
dim.

Hood + Thomson:

Boreal Breaths and Steps pt. 2
OFF SITE - Marlene Creates’
Boreal Garden
2pm

Closing Night Party
feat: Scott + Thomson
THE SHIP
10pm

605 Collective
MAX
12 - 2pm

Main Stage + Off Site Performance Tickets:
$25 / $15 Student + Senior (plus tax + service charge)
festival pass - $75 (plus tax + service charge)
Workshops (for workshop reservations: 722-3663 or ndw@nfld.net):
$15 / Cash at door
@ndanceworks

festivalofnewdance
www.festivalofnewdance.ca

event
workshop

Visual & Performance Arts
Festival of New
Dance Promises
Several Don’t-Miss
Performances
This five-day festival is a treat
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Festival of New Dance has been picky in

a man dancing with a teacup on his head.

night performance of “Inheritor Album”

what they’re going to show us, and they’ll be

Admit it: you’ll be sitting there wondering if

promises to be an explosive performance

bringing in dancers from across the country

the thing’s gonna fall over and smash.

to punctuate the midpoint of the festival.

who have perfected their art. The opening

Expect a series of short pieces “inspired by

night, for example, will feature multi-award-

On Thursday the 9th, Peter Trosztmer will

concepts of inheritance and succession.”

winner Dulcina Langfelder’s “Dulcina’s

trot on stage and hold your gaze the entire

The six performers will pull apart the roles

Lament,” inspired by Don Quixote’s

performance. Here’s a reverent quote from

of inheritor and predecessor to create brief

famous muse, Dulcinea del Toboso. La

dance critic Philip Szporer, “There are those

snapshots of a generation in transition.

Press in Montreal called Dulcina’s Lament

rare performances that fill you up so that

spellbinding. “An absolutely unique and

you’re brimming, stoked by the integrity

While Friday’s performance will push the

for fans of dance, sure, but

captivating work, in the image of this

of the work ... such is the case with Peter

boundaries of physical possibility, Saturday’s

also for anyone who enjoys

curious, funny, and illuminated artist, who

Trosztmer’s EESTI: Myths and Machines.”

rendition of Louise Moyes’ “Pants on Fire”

performs her scenic miracles as though they

Spoiler: a man dances while attached

will exercise the audience’s funny bone.

were simple charades.”

to a machine.

Ultimately, a man named Jack wins a

a stunning live performance
that pushes human grace,

princess’s hand by lying. In telling the
The following night, St. John’s very own Sarah

Friday night holds another treat from

story from the princess’s perspective, the

Joy Stoker will perform “The Worth Of.” The

Vancouver. The 605 Collective uses the

work explores “What happens when the

Globe and Mail has called her previous work

power of collaboration to push each

foundations of your relationship are built on

“the richest piece of the festival,” so The

other – and the art of dance itself – in

slippery ground.”

good story that uses human

Worth Of is unlikely to disappoint. Also on

new directions. Their emphasis is on

emotion and a theatrical use

the 8th is Joe Ink’s wild-to-watch “Left.” As a

physically demanding performances,

For more information on the performances,

press release as said, “This daring Vancouver

ones that elevate the grace of dance

events, and workshops happening at this

company speaks in a dance language all its

to a highly athletic art form, all derived

festival, refer to the ad to your left, or the

own.” This “language” happens to include

from the human experience. Their Friday

following website: festivalofnewdance.ca

movement, and physicality to
the brinks of wonder. Not to
mention anyone who likes a

of the body, instead of words,
to tell that story.

It Is Solved by
Walking: Governor
General’s Awardwinning Play Struts
Through St. John’s
This Month
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Catherine felt Ruth was right for the role, but

back by their circumstances or by themselves,

she wanted to hear her read for it, to see if

and inspires them to move forward, upward.”

Ruth could evoke the woman Catherine was
imagining. “I sat in the den at Christine Taylor

Ruth says she thinks the play’s exploration of

and Stephen Fearing’s house in Halifax, and read

self-discovery doesn’t only apply to artists. “I

about fifteen minutes of this incredibly moving

know people who, in their forties, have gone to

story. It imprinted on me, stayed with me.”

medical school. Or gone back to school to get
their degrees or high school diplomas.” She’s

Years later, a Calgary-based company produced

also spent many of the last few years teaching a

the show, and it won Catherine her second

class at New Beginnings. “I see people who are

Governor General’s Award for Drama. “I got a

bravely turning their lives around. I’m incredibly

call from renowned director Mary Vingoe, who

inspired by their courage. They could easily just

Catherine Banks’ acclaimed

has also won a mantle full of awards, asking if I

follow the paths they are on, but something

play, It Is Solved By Walking,

might be interested in being cast in a production

happens and they are shaken. They are

of it. My hair stood on end. I had been longing to

compelled to make that change for themselves,

to St. John’s. Mary has assembled such an

explore this play.”

and my job is to push them further. Isn’t that

incredible team that I feel I’ve won the jackpot

the best story in the world? “That, to me, is the

or something. Hugh Thompson is a dream to

The story is about a woman struggling to

power of Catherine Banks’ story. The journey is

work with, such an open, generous actor with

find herself, and awaken her creativity. “She

so difficult, so funny, and so beautiful.”

a boatload of talent. Mary and Catherine are

will take the stage at The LSPU
Hall on October 22-26, and will
feature two award-winning
actors: Ruth Lawrence and
Hugh Thompson.

theatre giants. And our design team is equally

wanted to be a poet and spent her life doing
everything BUT writing. I think that story spoke

Ruth believes in the play so much that she’s

terrific, including Sue LePage, one of the top set

to me because I have been so lucky. Really so

doing more than acting in it. “Before that phone

designers in Canada. I can’t wait for them to get

The play is based on the Wallace Stevens’

lucky. I’ve done, pretty much everything I have

call ended, I suggested that White Rooster,

to Newfoundland, to meet other people that,

poem, Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird.

wanted to creatively (so far). I hope this piece

the company I founded with Sherry White,

hopefully, they will collaborate with in the future.

Ruth and Catherine had met years earlier, and

speaks to those who see it, who have felt held

might like to co-produce and bring the show

That would be great.”
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Our Province’s Participation in the 2015 Venice Biennale
Promises Serious Exposure for Local Visual Arts

to live in such an environment and how
it determines our sense of individual and
collective identity.”
Newfoundland and Labrador’s participation
in the Biennale represents an astonishing

BY CRAIG FRANCIS POWER

manoeuvre of administrative ingenuity,
given the amount of funding required to
pull off an exhibition of this type, and, of

The Terra Nova Art Foundation
recently announced the
Newfoundland and Labrador
artists it has selected for the
2015 Venice Biennale.
Jordan Bennett—a multi-disciplinary artist
of Mi’kmaq descent—and Anne Troake,
experimental dance choreographer and
filmmaker, will represent the province in what
is one of the world’s biggest and best
festivals of art.
Originally the brain-child of curators Mireille
Eagan and Bruce Johnson, along with artists
Will Gill and Peter Wilkins, the 2013 incarnation
of Newfoundland and Labrador’s first official
participation in the Biennale featured Gill and

St. John’s
Storytelling
Festival Returns
This Month, with
the 5-Minute
Story Slam and
Much, Much More
We live in the oldest port city
in North America, so it’s no
wonder our storied history
has given us a natural gift
for gab, and it’s very fitting
that our capital city has an

course, how the biggest artists and galleries
Wilkins in the exhibition “About Turn.”

to the wild, the natural to the supernatural,”

from Beijing to New York and everywhere

the exhibition obviously promises serious

in between participate in the festival. Given

This time out, Memorial University trained,

exposure for the participating artists, not to

that Canada (of which, last time I checked,

Ireland-based curator Chris Clarke presents

mention more focus on visual art practitioners

Newfoundland and Labrador is still a part) has

“Under the Surface,” having selected Bennett

in the province as well.

a regular national pavilion at the Biennale,

and Troake with a curatorial jury consisting

the province’s involvement is a coup for those

of Sarah Fillmore of the Art Gallery of

From the Terra Nova Art Foundation’s website,

artists in Newfoundland and Labrador who

Nova Scotia, Mary MacDonald of Eastern

Clarke states: “Jordan Bennett and Anne

often feel ignored and/or belittled by the

Edge Gallery in St. John’s, and Jonathon

Troake exemplify the centrality of the land to

national and international art press.

Shaughnessy, associate curator at the

the inhabitants of Newfoundland and Labrador.

National Gallery of Canada.

This notion of a specific geographical terrain

Like our national politics, Newfoundland and

as an integral part of the region’s traditions,

Labrador artists feel that the Canadian art

Consisting of Bennett’s piece Ice Fishing,

culture and economy is explored in their

world operates in a kind of murky, Illuminati-

an installation of a fishing shack along with

respective practices, as a site of performance

esque network of curators, critics, and

multiple video and audio projections through

and interaction as well as an expression of

administrators for whom the idea of selecting

which Bennett and his father investigate the

one’s community and heritage. In this way,

a Newfoundland based artist for inclusion at

historical and cultural significance of ice fishing,

the exhibition posits the landscape as a space

the Canadian pavilion in Venice, would seem

and Troake’s OutSideIn, “an immersive 3D

that continually informs and influences our

a bit of a joke. Good on the Terra Nova Art

video installation that shifts from the familiar

relationship to the province, what it means

Foundation for this gutsy, DIY initiative.

annual “St. John’s Storytelling

will have just five minutes to floor us with

The festival kicks off atop Signal Hill on

Festival” to celebrate the

their top-tier tales, and whether it helps

the 3rd, with a grand opening in the Signal

them focus, or limits their creative genius,

Hill Interpretation Centre at 8pm, before

participants in the Story Slam will have to

descending on the city to infiltrate various

work within the theme of “Thanksgiving

establishments and events in the week

and/or Gratitude.”

thereafter, including a “Tales in the Tent”

undersung art of storytelling.
This year’s week-long festival will kick
off October 3rd and end on the 10th, and as
always, will feature a vast array of events

The event is always a festival favourite,

and participants. The St. John’s Storytelling

and is always themed. Previous themes

Festival maintains a year-round presence

have included “Skeletons in the Closet”

in the city with their monthly storyteller’s

and “Mysteries, Monsters and Moonlight.”

circle at The Crow’s Nest, but this week in

Judges are selected from the audience

October is their raison d’etre and they go

to choose the best story, and the winner

all out to showcase local and international

walks away with $150 – which works

tale-tellers in top form.

out to making $30/minute. It could be a
very true story that this is the finest rate

There’s also the chance for the general

of pay this province has ever heard tell

public to whip out their way with

of. Acclaimed musician Bill Brennan will

words, and dazzle us with their diction.

help Mack keep the evening moving along.

Wednesday the 8 , 9pm at The Ship, Mack

This evening, the shot at the $150, and

Furlong will host the festival’s “Five-

subsequent bragging rights, could be all

minute Story Slam” contest. Storytellers

yours for a mere $5 admission.

th

event at the St. John’s Farmer’s Market
on Saturday the 4th (11 am to noon), and
the “Downtown Story Walk” at 6:30 pm on
Sunday. The latter is a free event, based
on available records that detail the hours
after World War II was declared in 1939.
This walk will follow a route likely used by
the captain. Your storytelling guide, Gary
Green, will tell tales related to historic
places along the way. Meet in front of the
War Memorial on Water Street.
To read more about the Storytelling
Festival, and its other events, visit
storytellingstjohns.ca
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Naming a Baby is a Pain in the Hole.
THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

Naming our first child was easy.
Max: strong, concise, doesn’t
rhyme with fart, best kind.

Wanted: One Experienced Black Sheep

We later discovered it was the most
common dog name in the world. No biggie,
till one of them moved in next door. Despite
some occasional neighbourhood confusion
about who shit on the lawn, it was a solid
choice for our son.
Our second child – a girl – due in December
might not be so fortunate. She’ll be lucky to
get a name at all with all these bloody rules.
Her name can’t be too common. My family
doc has 30 patients named Ava, all under age
five. Brooklyn is so overdone we’d be better
off naming her Idaho.
It can’t be too celebrity-trendy like Suri or
Harlow. May as well call her Rehab and get it
over with.
It can’t be too Biblical like Ruth or Bathsheba,
because the Bible is really stupid.

IT WAS HARD
GROWING UP
WITH ALL
THOSE IDEAS,
WE KNOW.

www.m5.ca

With all those words and colours swirling around in your head. You were
the black sheep in the family. The weirdo on the playground. Maybe it
was the notebook you carried around in your pocket just in case a killer
idea popped up. Maybe it was the time you dressed up as a black sheep
for the Halloween dance. Whatever. Look at you now, making ads like a
boss. Collaborating with client services and strategic thinkers and digital
pros. Leading and inspiring a team of writers and art directors and
graphic designers. Managing the creative development of campaigns
from TV, radio and outdoor to web videos, websites, web ads, and all
things webby. Just like you were meant to do. Still carrying around that
notebook because you’re still oozing ideas, but now it’s in digital form
(you’re a black sheep, not a bloody caveman.) So, Dolly, have you any
wool? And by wool we mean 5+ years experience in creative direction
and advertising. We’ll take three bags full (of ideas and energy, not the
other stuff), please. 
Please e-mail your application (stating the position title: Creative Director)
to Human Resources: join-our-team@m5.ca by October 15, 2014.

m5 is the largest marketing communications group in Atlantic Canada with offices in St. John’s, Halifax, Moncton,
Charlottetown, and Manchester, New Hampshire. This is a permanent, full-time position at our St. John’s Office and comes
with a competitive salary, stellar benefits package, summer hours, and even a wickedly discounted gym membership.

It can’t be festive. She’ll be born around
Christmas, but forget Holly and Merry.
Noelle? No way in hell. If we were taking that
route, we’d go all in and name her Jesus.
It can’t be too long like Alexandria or
Wilhelmina. Too much to say. Too much to
spell. Max hates writing his measly threeletter name. He should be thankful – we
almost named him Shamalamadingdong.
It can’t be the name of a friend’s kid so Claire,
Charlotte, Madelyn, Avery, Juliet, and pretty
much every perfectly good name ever are all
forbidden.
It can’t sound gross like Clotilda. Dudes.
CLOTilda.
It can’t be a compass direction,
because no. Just no.

It can’t be Minnie, because Max and
Minnie. Pads.
It can’t be Ruby, because Max and Ruby.
Rabbits.
It can’t be Luka or OJ. Because murder.
It can’t be too Disney, like Ariel or
Mulan or Lady or Tramp.
No hyphens allowed. The only way she’ll be
an Elly-May or an Emmy-Lou is if she comes
out holding a full-size guitar, which she better
effing not because ouch splinters.
It can’t be a name best known for slithering
out of Hannibal Lecter’s mouth.
It can’t be a name that’ll get her stuffed into
a locker, like Fatima or Dorcas.
It can’t be a stripper name, like Honey or
Bambi or Peaches McDrips.
It can’t have a super weird meaning.
Who cares if her name means “ugly head”
(which Kennedy does), but you might not
want her name to mean “bearer of death”
(which Persephone does).
It can’t be too ethnic, like Laquanda or
Wang Jing or Shakira. We make translucent,
Newfie children. It would be ridiculous.
And it has to be something my husband
agrees with. Which means I’m screwed. He
agrees with me on the making of the baby,
but nothing much after that. Maybe we could
just name her Jizzelle or Splooge.
So, with all these rules, all I’m left with are
three possible names for our sweet baby girl:
Lamp, Turnip, and Toaster.
Tweet me your baby name suggestions
@motherbloggery or find Mother Blogger
on facebook.
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING

The Orange Creamsicle

October: Drunk or
Sober, Have People
Over. PLUS: The
Orange Creamsicle
October is the month of All

solstice (when we can mask it under the guise

A hot-pot, tricked-out booze-treat

drink
this

of hibernation and soul searching). We will fight
it with the only two things that always matter,
friends and hot booze. If humans do have
souls, on their most ascendant days they look
and smell like steam rising from an erstwhile

STEP 1 - MAKE HOT SPICED CIDER
Heat 1 or 2 jugs of apple cider (the cloudy/opaque stuff with one ingredient: apples - available
at both major grocery chains) in a large pot with cloves, cardamom, star anise, and cinnamon
sticks (Food for Thought at Colonial and Gower has all these spices).

lobster pot now full of spiced mulled wine.
The good in us is reinforced tenfold with our
hands warming around that white paper cup

Hallows Eve, George Street

full of dark drink and floating cloves as we look

“Mardi Gras,” increased heating

around for a couch to occupy, a friend to chat

STEP 2 - POUR HALF A MUG OF THE HOT CIDER AND ADD:
1 shot Sambuca ■ 1 shot Cointreau ■ 1/4 shot vanilla infused vodka (1/2 shot if store bought)
Pat of butter (let it melt and give drink a quick stir) ■ Top with a dollop of whipped cream

We can also choose, for some unfathomable

possible temporary health benefits. None of

reason, to be sober, for Movember’s cousin,

which are wholly awful. So I will throw it out

the “Sober October” Challenge. Last year I did

there as a suggestion, along with a great hot

the last noble vestiges of feminism, but inside,

what I always do, I let peer pressure determine

drink recipe. You decide. But, sober or soused,

We spent the summer being wild, creative,

we can make October “our time.” We can make

my actions. Usually this ends in fun and a small

I will see you come Halloween night, acting

and drunk in the sun. We are now over a week

it weird; we can make it cozy; we can do food

and healthful lessening of ego. But Oct’sober

like the frenzied savages we are when our

past the fall equinox and the slow decline into

and costume crafts and act like witches and

was not exactly fun. It was more surly. And

identities are sloppily hidden, the lights are

drinking alone in the cold of a power outage

convert shit wine into mulled wine with the

almost hateful. But it did lead to board game

dim, and leftover discount candy from Pipers

must be staved off until at least the winter

magic of conductive heat.

feuds, the sharing of the Fresca, and some

was what we all had for supper.

bills, and sexy Fozzy Bear
costumes for eight year old girls.

with, or a new friendly face to chat up. Outside,
the leaves are rotting, the pumpkins pumping,
the store bought costumes slowly destroying

MONEY TALKS WITH LESLIE PENNEY

Preparing for the Plunge of Buying Your First Home

In today’s hot housing market,
it’s getting tougher for the
first-time homebuyer to crack
the nut. If you’re lucky enough
to live at home and save for a
down payment, then you’re well
ahead of someone who’s paying
a small mortgage in rent. It’s a
double-edged sword – having to
pay sky-high rent while trying
to save for the down payment.
It’s damn near impossible
to do both.
The first thing to ask yourself is if home
ownership is right for you? Society would lead

you to believe that you haven’t accomplished
anything unless you own a white picket fence,
but it may not be your goal. It’s probably the
largest financial decision you’ll make; so don’t
go into it ill advised.
Before you make any serious moves, grab a
pen and paper or go sit with a professional
and work out a realistic budget for yourself.
It can certainly be an eye-opener for you
and you may get a handle on exactly what’s
coming in and going out.
Ideally, you would speak with a professional
about getting pre-approved for your mortgage
before you look at any houses to avoid
disappointment. This will help determine if
you’re financially ready and what to prepare
for before making the plunge. It’s also a
chance to review your credit score, as it’s one
of the biggest factors that banks look at.

A prevalent hurdle today is having your down
payment (a minimum 5% of the purchase
price). If you don’t, then you have a couple of
options. As a first-time homebuyer, under
the Home Buyer’s Plan (HBP) you’re allowed
to borrow from your RRSPs up to $25,000
to help with the purchase. If you have strong
credit, you may be able to borrow from a
line of credit. Lastly, you are also allowed
to accept a gift from an immediate family
member.
Many people believe that if they’re
paying rent, they’re able to afford a home.
However, lenders have affordability ratios
that determine how much you qualify for.
Secondly, even though you can afford your
rent, there are many other expenses to think
about when you own your own home, such
as property taxes, insurance, maintenance,
and so on.

Whomever you speak with about your
mortgage options, ensure that the product
is right for you. A lot of people get hung up
on the interest rate, but that is only a part
of the equation. Ensure that your mortgage
has flexibility so that you don’t get hogtied
and unable to get out of that mortgage by
refinancing and instead being forced to sell
your home if your situation changes.
It can be a daunting and exciting process.
The best thing to do is deal with
professionals every step of the way. This
will help alleviate many of the bumps
in the road and guarantee you avoid
disappointment.
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Newfoundland
Beer History

breweries purchased in the early 1960s that

Brewing which produced “Dominion Ale” and

are still produced because they have local

began brewing O’Keefe’s “Extra Old Stock,”

followings. Like Molson’s iconic “Pilsner” in

a popular national brand which survived in

western Canada or Labatt’s “Alexander Keith’s”

Newfoundland longer than most anywhere else.
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THE PONDERED PINT
CHRIS CONWAY
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in Nova Scotia, these brands tap into local
nostalgia of bygone breweries. I like to call

The Canadian breweries kept the facilities of

them nostalgia-macros.

each of these Newfoundland breweries but
eliminated some of their brands to allow for

The consolidation of small breweries was a

more of their own. The five current nostalgia-

major trend in Canada after the Second World

macros were not the only brands brewed in

These nostalgia-macros are a sort of

War. In Newfoundland there was a coordinated

Newfoundland. Others, including Red Top,

living archive, allowing us to see into

buyout in 1962 when “the big three” Canadian

Bulldog, Three Star, Silver Doctor, Irish Style

Newfoundland’s brewing history. They are,

breweries, Molson, Labatt, and Canadian

Porter, Moose Pale Ale, and Rainbow Beer, all

however, our past. The future of beer in our

than any other, and names that

Breweries (later called Carling-O’Keefe, and

came and went.

province will likely come from new brewery

make some Newfoundlanders

now owned by Molson-Coors), bought a

Blue Star, Jockey Club, India
Beer, Dominion Ale, and Black
Horse. A set of beers most
Newfoundlanders know better

on the mainland jealous. But

Newfoundland brewery each.

innovators. Independent breweries returned
What about the venerable Black Horse?

to Newfoundland in the 1990s with Quidi Vidi

Well, it’s not from Newfoundland. It’s from

and Storm (and Fog City for a short while),

Molson purchased the Newfoundland

Quebec and there’s even a museum in Lachine

with Yellowbelly opening several years later.

Brewery and with it the “India Beer” brand.

documenting the former Dawes Brewery

Yet, Newfoundland still lags behind the craft

Despite rumors about being named after the

which originally brewed it. Dawes was also

A few years ago I started a project and history

beer scenes almost anywhere else in Canada,

Newfoundland dog on the label, it was more

bought by National Breweries and Black Horse

blog called “Newfoundland Beer History” to

who themselves lag behind the United States.

likely named - like its sister brand “India Pale

arrived when Bennett was purchased. In the

find out. These beers are, as you might know,

Still, it’s worth noting how rapidly craft beer

Ale” - after the popular English ale style. Labatt

1980s, the brand was slowly discontinued in

brewed by either Molson-Coors or Labatt

has taken off elsewhere. If these

picked up the Bavarian Brewing Company and

the rest of Canada, but a strong following in

(itself owned by Anheuser-Busch InBev). They

small breweries are writing our

their brands “Blue Star” and “Jockey Club.”

Newfoundland ensured it survived, making it

are hangover brands from past Newfoundland

beer future it’s worth asking:

Finally, Canadian Breweries bought Bennett

perhaps Newfoundland’s most successful CFA.

what’s next?

where did these iconic brands
come from?

Science!
Talk about Kissing Ass:
“Natural Flavouring” in Certain
Foods is Made from Goo
Secreted by Beaver Butts
It’s a fact: The earth is always spinning at 1,000
miles per hour; one bolt of lightning could cook 100,000 pieces of toast, and
many of the things you eat with “Natural flavouring” contains the anal secretions
of a giant rodent. Beavers are hard workers, as we know, so they of course want to
mark their territory as their own to keep other beavers away. To do so, they secrete a
juice known as “castoreum,” from a gland beside their anus. For the last eighty years,
manufacturers of both food and perfume have been using castoreum to simulate vanilla
or enhance flavours like raspberry or strawberry. You’re most likely to come across it in
frozen dairy, gelatins, puddings, and non-alcoholic beverages. The liquid is procured by
“milking” the beaver’s anal glands. Imagine being that guy: beavers have quite a set of
ever-sharpening teeth. And a tail like a whipping paddle. Sadly, companies are allowed
to avoid listing castoreum as an ingredient in their foods. They can be buried in there
as “natural flavouring.” Natural indeed, but certainly gross. So here’s the question of the
week: who the hell noticed that beaver butts smell like vanilla? And how did they notice?

William Ritchie, Labrador Mythology
Series: Trout (1983). Lithograph print
on paper. 46 x 59 cm. The Rooms
Provincial Art Gallery, Memorial
University of Newfoundland
Collection, St. John’s, Newfoundland
and Labrador.
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PROOF

PRINTMAKING IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
Guest Curator: Michael Connolly

INUIT ULLUMI: INUIT TODAY
Contempor ar y Ar t from TD Bank Group’s Inuit Collection

to bring people and art

together

This is our gallery, a showcase for our soul, with
works by some of the most innovative artists we
know…from home and around the world.

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

